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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission hasi- revisedi-ag its regulatory oversight processes of 
inspection, assessment and enforcement for commercial nuclear power plants. The new processes 
rely primarily on two inputs: Performance Indicators and NRC Inspection Findings. The purpose 
of this manual is to provide the guidance necessary for power reactor licensees to collect and 
report the data elements that will be used to compute the Performance Indicators.  

An overview of the complete oversight process is provided in NUREG 1649, "New NRC 
Reactor inspeetion ana Oversight Processg-a-h." More detail is provided in SECY 99-007, 
"Recommendations for Reactor Oversight Process Improvements," as amended in 
SECY 99-007A and SECY 00-049 "Results of the Revised Reactor Oversight Process Pilot 
Program."
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Summary of Changes to NEI 99-02 
Revision 0 to Revision 1

Page Change 
Throughout Incorporated NRC approved FAQs into the text, primarily in the Clarifying 

Notes sections 
Throughout Deleted FAQ sections 
3 Clarified guidance for correcting previously submitted performance indicator 

data 
5 Removed section on applicability of NEI 99-02 Revision 0 
6 Revised discussion of Frequently Asked Questions 
E-1 Added appendix identifying where FAQs were incorporated in text
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1 1 INTRODUCTION 

2 This guideline describes the data and calculations for each performance indicator in the Nuclear 
3 Regulatory Commission's (NRC) power reactor licensee assessment process. The guideline also 
4 describes the licensee quarterly indicator reports that are to be submitted to the NRC for use in its 
5 licensee assessment process.  
6 
7 This guideline provides the definitions and guidance for the purposes of reporting performance 
8 indicator data. No other documents should be used for definitions or guidance unless specifically 
9 referenced in this document. This guideline should not be used for purposes other than collection 

10 and reporting of performance indicator data in the NRC licensee assessment process.  
11 
12 Background 

13 In 1998 and 1999, the NRC conducted a series of public meetings to develop a more objective 
14 process for assessing a licensee's regulatory and safety performance. The new process uses risk
15 informed insights to focus on those matters that are of safety significance. The objective is to 
16 monitor performance in three broad areas - reactor safety (avoiding accidents and reducing the 
17 consequences of accidents if they occur); radiation safety for plant workers and the public during 
18 routine operations; and protection of the plant against sabotage or other security threats.  
19 
20 The three broad areas are divided into cornerstones: initiating events, mitigating systems, barrier 
21 integrity, emergency preparedness, public radiation safety, occupational radiation safety and 
22 physical protection. Performance indicators are used to assess licensee performance in each 
23 cornerstone. The NRC will use a risk-informed baseline inspection process to supplement and 
24 complement the performance indicator(s). This guideline focuses on the performance indicator 
25 segment of the assessment process.  
26 
27 The thresholds for each performance indicator provide objective indication of the need to modify 
28 NRC inspection resources or to take other regulatory actions based on licensee performance.  
29 Table 1 provides a summary of the performance indicators and their associated thresholds.  
30 
31 The overall objectives of the process are to: 
32 
33 improve the objectivity of the oversight processes so that subjective decisions and 
34 judgment are not central process features, 
35 
36 improve the scrutability of the NRC assessment process so that NRC actions have a clear 
37 tie to licensee performance, and 
38 
39 risk-inform the regulatory assessment process so that NRC and licensee resources are 
40 focused on those aspects of performance having the greatest impact on safe plant 
41 operation.  
42
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I In identifying those aspects of licensee performance that are important to the NRC's mission, 
2 adequate protection of public health and safety, the NRC set high level performance goals for 
3 regulatory oversight. These goals are: 
4 
5 • maintain a low frequency of events that could lead to a nuclear reactor accident; 
6 
7 * zero significant radiation exposures resulting from civilian nuclear reactors; 
8 
9 no increase in the number of offsite releases of radioactive material from civilian nuclear 

10 reactors that exceed 10 CFR Part 20 limits; and 
11 
12 no substantiated breakdown of physical protection that significantly weakens protection 
13 against radiological sabotage, theft, or diversion of special nuclear materials.  
14 
15 These performance goals are represented in the new assessment framework as the strategic 
16 performance areas of Reactor Safety, Radiation Safety, and Safeguards.  
17 
18 Figure 1.0 provides a graphical representation of the licensee assessment process.  
19 
20 General Reporting Guidance 

21 At quarterly intervals, each licensee will submit to the NRC the performance assessment data 
22 described in this guideline. The data is submitted electronically to the NRC by the 21"• calendar 
23 day of the month following the end of the reporting quarter. If a submittal date falls on a 
24 Saturday. Sunday, or federal holiday, the next federal working day becomes the official due date 
25 (in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4). The format and examples of the data provided in each 
26 subsection show the complete data record for an indicator, and provide a chart of the indicator.  
27 These are provided for illustrative purposes only. Each licensee only sends to the NRC the data 
28 set from the previous quarter, as defined in each Data Reporting Elements subsection (See 
29 Appendix B) along with any changes to previously submitted data.  
30 
31 The reporting of performance indicators is a separate and distinct function from other NRC 
32 reporting requirements. Licensees will continue to submit other regulatory reports as required by 
33 regulations; such as, 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73.  
34 
35 Performance indicator reports are submitted to the NRC for each power reactor unit. Some 
36 indicators are based on station parameters. In these cases the station value is reported for each 
37 power reactor unit at the station.  
38 
39 Issues regarding interpretation or implementation of NEI 99-02 guidance may occur durin initia 
40 implementation. Licensees are encouraged to resolve these issues with the Region. In those 
41 instances where the NRC staff and the Licensee are unable to reach resolution, the issue should 
42 be escalated to appropriate industry and NRC management using the FAQ process. In the 
43 interim period until the issue is resolved, the Licensee is encouraged to maintain open 
44 communication with the NRC. Issues involving enforcement are not included in this process.  
45 
46
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I Guidance for Correcting Previously Submitted Performance Indicator Data 

2 In instances where data errors or a newly identified faulted condition are determined to have 
3 occurred in a previous reporting period, previously submitted indicator data are amended-- aý to 
4 the extent necessary to correctly calculate the indicator(s) for the current reporting perAd•This 
5 amended information is submitted using a "change report" following the guidance provided on 
6 the NEI performance indicator website (PiWeb) in the "edit" mode. For performance indicators 
7 with a long data evaluation period, e.g., 12 quarters, and depending on which reporting period the 
8 data error affects, the amended data may go back into the historical data period. The values of 
9 previous reporting periods are revised, as appropriate, when the amended data is used by the 

10 NRC to recalculate the affected performance indicator. The current report should reflect the new 
11 information, as discussed in the detailed sections of this document. In these cases, the quarterly 
12 data report should include a comment to indicate that the indicator values for past reporting 
13 periods are different than previously reported. If available at the time of the report, the LER 
14 reference is noted. L c t_.. • 
15 • ••/ 

16 If a performance indicator data reporting error is discovered, an amended "mid-quarter" report 
17 does not need to be submitted if both the previously reported and amended performance indicator 
18 values are within the "green" performance indicator band. In these instances, corrected data 
19 should be included in the next quarterly report along with a brief description of the reason for the 
20 change(s). If a performance indicator data error is discovered that causes a threshold to be 
21 crossed, a "mid-quarter" report should be submitted as soon as practical following discovery of 
22 the error.  
23 
24 In January 2000, all licensees submitted "historical performance indicator data" to support the 
25 start of the revised regulatory oversight process. This data was used by the NRC to validate 
26 performance indicator thresholds and to develop licensee inspection schedules for the revised 
27 process. The January submittal represented a "best effort" to collect and report historical data.  
28 Safety system unavailability data reported as part of the WANO performance indicators was 
29 allowed to be used without modification. A supplemental review of the WANO data to ensure it 
30 met applicable NEI 99-02 guidance was not required for the January historical data submittal.  
31 Errors in the historical data submission for any performance indicator, found subsequent to 
32 January 2000, do not require correction except as described above.

In instances whefer a nvevli identified lauiteci eon ctien is cieterminee to nave eecurreci ina
5 previous repo.ng period, previously submitted indicator data are amended onl"y to the extent 
5 neeessafy to correctly ealculate the indic-ators for- the cuff ent r-eportinig perio7d. The ecffent r-r 
7 should r-eflet the new inafrmation, as discussed in the detailed sections of this document. In 

3 these cases, the quarterly5 data r-eport should incluade a conmment to in~eate that the indicator 
v ~alues forF pa-st reprin p--- er-iods are differ-ent than previously reportod. if available at the tim 

0 the repeot, the LER reference is noted.  

S' : "Changes to data collection rules or practices require( 
by the current revision of this document will not be applied retroactively to previously submittec 
data. Previously submitted data will not require correction or amendment provided it was 
collected and reported consistent with the NEI 99-02 revision and FAQ guidance in effect at th 
time of submittal."
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I Comment Fields 

2 The quarterly report allows comments to be included with performance indicator data. A general 
3 comment field is provided for comments pertinent to the quarterly submittal that are not specific 
4 to an individual performance indicator. A separate comment field is provided for each 
5 performance indicator. Comments included in the report should be brief and understandable by 
6 the general public. Comments provided as part of the quarterly report will be included along 
7 with performance indicator data as part of the NRC Public Web site on the oversight program. If 
8 multiple PI comments are received by NRC that are applicable to the same unit/Pl/quarter, the 
9 NRC Public Web site will display all applicable comments for the quarter in the order received 

10 (e.g., If a comment for the current quarter is received via quarterly report and a comment for the 
11 same PI is received via a change report, then both comments will be displayed on the Web site.  
12 For General Comments, the NRC Public Web site will display only the latest "general" comment 
13 received for the current quarter (e.g., A "general" comment received via a change report will 
14 replace any "general" comment provided via a previously submitted quarterly report.) 
15 
16 Comments should be generally limited to instances as directed in this guideline. These instances 
17 include: 
18 
19 * Exceedance of a threshold (Comment should include a brief explanation and should be 
20 repeated in subsequent quarterly reports as necessary to address the threshold exceedance) 
21 * Revision to previously submitted data (Comment should include a brief characterization 
22 of the change, should identify affected time periods and should identify whether the 
23 change affects the "color" of the indicator.) 
24 * Identification of a design deficiency affecting safety system unavailability (See Safety 

25 System Unavailability discussion on fault exposure unavailable hours) 
26 * Resetting of fault exposure hours (See Safety System Unavailability discussion on 
27 resetting fault exposure hours) 
28 * Unavailability of data for quarterly report (Examples include unavailability of RCS 
29 Activity data for one or more months due to plant conditions that do not require RCS 
30 activity to be calculated.) 
31 
32 In specific circumstances, some plants, because of unique design characteristics, may typically 
33 appear in the "increased regulatory response band," as shown in Table 1. In such cases the 
34 unique condition and the resulting impact on the specific indicator should be explained in the 
35 associated comment field. Additional guidance is provided under the appropriate indicator 
36 sections.  
37 
38 The quarterly data reports are submitted to the NRC under 10 CFR 50.4 requirements. The 
39 quarterly reports are to be submitted in electronic form only. Separate submittal of a paper copy 
40 is not requested. Licensees should apply standard commercial quality practices to provide 
41 reasonable assurance that the quarterly data submittals are correct. Licensees should plan to 
42 retain the data consistent with the historical data requirements for each performance indicator.  
43 For example, data associated with the barrier cornerstone should be retained for 12 months, data 
44 for safety system unavailability should be retained for 12 quarters.  
45 
46 The criterion for reporting is based on the time the failure or deficiency is identified, with the 
47 exception of the Safety System Functional Failure indicator, which is based on the Report Date

4
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1 of the LER. In some cases the time of failure is immediately known, in other cases there may be 
2 a time-lapse while calculations are performed to determine whether a deficiency exists, and in 
3 some instances the time of occurrence is not known and has to be estimated. Additional 
4 clarification is provided in specific indicator sections.  
5 
6 Applicubilit:t' of NEI 99 02 Revision 0

The g-idanee pro'N ided ini ReNvision 0 to NE91 99 0-2 is to be applied on a fqioNAard fit basis and
:,hOUld be utilized in the pr-eparation a-Rd submittal ofpcrfc~ane indiao e ta for -2 ~quaief 
2900 and be"ond. Guidance contained in NEI 99 02 Draf Revi. sion D or NEr 99 02 Rev,.ion0 
should be utilized for 1' quafter 2000 data. Perfomwance indicatoi data su-bmitted prior to the 
issuance of Revision 0 of tis giideline (i.e., data collected andJ submitted uisingg gud e ina 
pr-evious version of Nrt 99 0-2) mfay be r-evised anid r-esubmitited to r-efect cuffent guidance if 
desired. loywe- er, reN.isions of previously. subm.itted data tha, are the result of changes to 
gtidanee alone, are net r-equirfed. Pefrac ndicator- data collections and~ submittals that 
su.ppefted the jan udr,- 2000 data - ia er performed as a "best effoi, to collect and r.ep•.t

16 histor-ical data. T-heý. Luidance contained in Dr-aft Revision D 4f N411 99 02, felatiN e to) the -best 
17 effoW'" collection and reporing of historical data. continues to apply to the data submitted in 
18 Jainua~y2000, 
19 
20 Numerical Reporting Criteria 

21 Final calculations are rounded up or down to the same number of significant figures as shown in 
22 Table 1. Where required, percentages are reported and noted as: 9.0%, 25%.  
23 
24 Submittal of Performance Indicator Data 

25 Performance indicator data should be submitted as a delimited text file (data stream) for each 
26 unit, attached to an email addressed to pidata(-nrc.ov. The structure and format of the 

27 delimited text files is discussed in Appendix B. The email message can include report files 
28 containing PI data for the quarter (quarterly reports) for all units at a site and can also include any 
29 report file(s) providing changes to previously submitted data (change reports). The title/subject 
30 of the email should indicate the unit(s) for which data is included, the applicable quarter, and 
31 whether the attachment includes quarterly report(s) (QR), change report(s) (CR) or both. The 
32 recommended format of the email message title line is "<Plant Name(s)>-<quarter/year>-PI Data 
33 Elements (QR and/or CR)" (e.g., "Salem Units 1 and 2 - 1Q2000 - PI Data Elements (QR)").  
34 Licensees should not submit hard copies of the PI data submittal (with the possible exception of a 
35 back up if the email system is unavailable).  
36 
37 The NRC will send return emails with the licensee's submittal attached to confirm and 
38 authenticate receipt of the proper data, generally within 2 business days. The licensee is 
39 responsible for ensuring that the submitted data is received without corruption by comparing the 
40 response file with the original file. Any problems with the data transmittal should be identified 
41 in an email to pidataa-nrc.gov within 4 business days of the original data transmittal.  
42 
43 Additional guidance on the collection of performance indicator data and the creation of quarterly 
44 reports and change reports is provided at the NEI performance indicator website (PIWeb).  
45
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I The reports made to the NRC under the new regulatory assessment process are in addition to the 
2 standard reporting requirements prescribed by NRC regulations.  
3 
4 Frequently Asked Questions 

5 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) and responses regarding interpretations of this guideline a-e 
6 pivideA ,ih•in the FAQ ,ub.ec.tien. f,• t i m foi F..Q. ,pc-cif te a pef•or•,a,-n•ce, 
7 in.di.ator and as pa.. of.ppendix C f.;,r FAQs: that are noet specifi. to a pa..i.ula perf,,ance 
8 indi.ator.. FPQS that • e..i,•e NRC- approval between guide',ine revisin:z will be posted on the 
9 NRC Website (www.nrc.gov). The .F\Qs provided in this g,,ide,,e as ,, ,ell as FAQs posted on 

10 the NRC Website represent NRC approved interpretations of performance indicator guidance and 
11 should be treated as an aEjuiiet extension of NEI 99-02.  
12 
13 The NRC Website will identify the date of original posting for FAQs and responses. Unless 
14 otherwise directed in an FAQ response, FAQs are to be applied to the data submittal for the 
15 quarter in which the FAQ was posted and beyond. For example, an FAQ with a posting date of 
16 3/31/2000 would apply to 1It quarter 2000 PI data, submitted in April 2000 and subsequent data 
17 submittals. However, an FAQ with a posting date of 4/1/2000 would apply on a forward fit basis 
18 to 2nd quarter 2000 PI data submitted in July 2000. Licensees are encouraged to check the NRC 
19 Web site frequently, particularly at the end of the reporting period, for FAQs that may have 
20 applicability for their sites.  
21 
22 Questions on this guideline may be submitted by email to pihelpanei.org. The email should 
23 include "FAQ" as part of the subject line. The emails should also provide the question and a 
24 proposed answer as well as the name and phone number of a contact person. The proposed 
25 question and answer will be reviewed by NEI staff and will be discussed with NRC staff at a 
26 public meeting. Once approved by NRC, the accepted response will be posted on the NRC 
27 Website and incorporated into the text of this guideline when the next revision is issued (no more 
28 frequently than once per quarter).
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Figure 1 - Regulatory Oversight Framework
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Table I -PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
Cornerstone Indicator Thresholds (see Note 1) 

Increased Required Unacceptable 
Regulatory Regulatory Performance 
Response Band Response Band Band 

Initiating Events Unplanned Scrams per 7000 Critical flours (automatic and >3.0 >6.0 >25.0 
manual scrams during the previous four quarters) 
Scrams with a Loss of Normal tHeat Removal (over the previous >2.0 >10.0 >20.0 
12 quartcrs) 
lInplanned Power Changes per 7000 Critical I lours (over >6.0 N/A N/A 
previous four quarters) 

Mitigating Systems Safety System Unavailability (SSU) All Plants 
(average of previous 12 quarters) <2EDG >2.5% >5.0% > 10.0% 

>2EDG >2.5% >10.0% >20.0% 
tlydro Emerg. Power TFBD TBD TBD 
BWRs 

llPCl >4.0% >12.0% >50.0% 
tt PCS > 1.5% >4.0% >20.0% 

RCIC .>4.0% > 12.0% 0>50.0% 
RVIR >1.5% >5.0% > 10.0% 

PWRs 
HP'SI > 1.5%ON >5.0% >10.0% 

AFW >2.0% >6.0% >12.0% 
RIMR >1.5% >5.0% >10.0% 

Safety System Functional Failures I3WRs >6.0 N/A N/A 
(over previous four quarters) PWRs >5.0 N/A N/A

1 
2 Note 1: Thresholds that are specific to a site or unit will be provided in Appendix I) when identified.  
3
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Table 1 - PERFORMANCE INDICATORS Cont'd 

Cornerstone Indicator Thresholds (see Note 1) 
Increased Required Unacceptable 
Regulatory Regulatory Performance 
Response Band Response Band Band 

Barriers Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Specific Activity (maximum >50.0% >100.0% N/A 
Fuel Cladding monthly values, percent of Tech. Spec limit, during previous 

four quarters) 
Reactor Coolant RCS Identified Leak Rate (maximum monthly values, >50.0% >100.0% N/A 
System percent of Tech. Spec. limit, during previous four quarters) 

Emergency Drill/Exercise Performance (over previous eight quarters) <90.0% <70.0% N/A 
Preparedness 

ERO Drill Participation (percentage of Key ERO personnel <80.0% <60.0% N/A 
that have participated in a drill or exercise in the previous 
eight quarters) 
Alert and Notification System Reliability (percentage <94.0% <90.0% N/A 
reliability during previous four quarters) 

Occupational Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness (occurrences >2 >5 N/A 
Radiation Safety during previous 4 quarters) 
Public Radiation RETS/ODCM Radiological Effluent Occurrence >1 >3 N/A 
Safety (occurrences during previous four quarters) 
Physical Protection Protected Area Security Equipment Performance Index (over >0.080 N/A N/A 

a four quarter period) 
Personnel Screening Program Performance (reportable events >2 >5 N/A 
during the previous four quarters) 
Fitness-for-Duty (FFD)/Personnel Reliability Program >2 >5 N/A 
Performance (reportable events during the previous four 
quarters)

9

2 Note 1: Thresholds that are specific to a site or unit will be provided in Appendix D when identified.  
3
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i 2 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

2 2.1 INITIATING EVENTS CORNERSTONE 

3 The objective of this cornerstone is to limit the frequency of those events that upset plant stability 
4 and challenge critical safety functions, during shutdown' as well as power operations. If not 
5 properly mitigated, and if multiple barriers are breached, a reactor accident could result which 
6 may compromise the public health and safety. Licensees can reduce the likelihood of a reactor 
7 accident by maintaining a low frequency of these initiating events. Such events include reactor 
8 scrams due to turbine trips, loss of feedwater, loss of off-site power, and other significant reactor 
9 transients.  

10 
11 The indicators for this cornerstone are reported and calculated per reactor unit.  
12 
13 There are three indicators in this cornerstone: 
14 
15 * Unplanned (automatic and manual) scrams per 7.000 critical hours 
16 0 Scrams with a loss of normal heat removal per 12 quarters 
17 * Unplanned Power Changes per 7,000 critical hours 
18 
19 UNPLA.NNED SCRAMS PER 7,000 CRITICAL HouRs 

20 Purpose 

21 This indicator monitors the number of unplanned scrams. It measures the rate of scrams per year 
22 of operation at power and provides an indication of initiating event frequency.  
23 
24 Indicator Definition 

25 The number of unplanned scrams during the previous four quarters, both manual and automatic, 
26 while critical per 7,000 hours2.  
27 
28 Data Reportin2 Elements 

29 The following data is reported for each reactor unit: 
30 
31 * the number of unplanned automatic and manual scrams while critical in the previous quarter 
32 
33 e the number of hours of critical operation in the previous quarter 
34 
35 Calculation 

36 The indicator is determined using the values for the previous four quarters as follows: 

'Shutdown indicators are being developed and will be included in later revisions.  
2 The transient rate is calculated per 7,000 critical hours because that value is representative of the critical hours of 

operation in a year for a typical plant.

10
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1 

2 value = (total unplanned scrams while critical in the previous 4 qtrs) x 7,000 hrs 
(total number of hours critical in the previous 4 qtrs) 

3 
4 
5 Definition of Terms 

6 Scram means the shutdown of the reactor by the rapid addition of negative reactivity by any 
7 means, e.g., insertion of control rods, boron, use of diverse scram switch, or opening reactor trip 
8 breakers.  
9 

10 Unplanned scram means that the scram was not an intentional part of a planned evolution or test 
11 as directed by a normal operating or test procedure. This includes scrams that occurred during 
12 the execution of procedures or evolutions in which there was a high chance of a scram occurring 
13 but the scram was neither planned nort intended.  
14 
15 Criticality, for the purposes of this indicator, typically exists when a licensed reactor operator 
16 declares the reactor critical. There may be instances where a transient initiates from a subcritical 
17 condition and is terminated by a scram after the reactor is critical-this condition would count as 
18 a scram.  
19 
20 Clarifying Notes 

21 The value of 7,000 hours is used because it represents one year of reactor operation at an 80.0% 
22 capacity factor.  
23 
24 If there are fewer than 2,400 critical hours in the previous four quarters the indicator value is 
25 computed as N/A because rate indicators can produce misleadingly high values when the 
26 denominator is small. The data elements (unplanned scrams and critical hours) are still reported.  
27 
28 Dropped rods, single rod scrams, or half scrams are not considered reactor scrams.  
29 
30 Anticipatory plant shutdowns intended to reduce the impact of external events, such as tornadoes 
31 or range fires threatening offsite power transmission lines, are excluded.  
32 
33 Examples of the types of scrams that are included: 
34 
35 * Scrams that resulted from unplanned transients, equipment failures, spurious signals, human 
36 error, or those directed by abnormal, emergency, or annunciator response procedures.  
37 
38 * A scram that is initiated to avoid exceeding a technical specification action statement time 
39 limit.  
40 
41 * A scram that occurs during the execution of a procedure or evolution in which there is a high 
42 likelihood of a scram occurring but the scram was neither planned nor intended.  
43

11
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Examples of scrams that are not, *included: 

"* Scrams that are planned to occur as part of a test (e.g., a reactor protection system actuation 
test), or scrams that are part of a normal planned operation or evolution.  

"* Reactor protection system actuation signals that occur while the reactor is sub-cri'tical.  

"* Scrams that occur as part of the normal sequence of a planned shutdown and scram signals 
that occur while the reactor is shut down.  

"* Plant shutdown to comply with technical specification LCOs. if conducted in accordance 
with normal shutdown procedures which include a manual scram to complete the 
shutdown.  

440 Question 
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I Data Example

IThresholds
Green <3.0 
White >3.0 
Yellow >6.0 
Red >25.0

J Unplanned Scrams oer 7.000 Hrs

2Q/98 3Q/98
Quarter

40/98

U.U i

10.0

Indicator
SYELLOW

15.0 +

20.0 t

INote: RED Value>25

2 
3

13

Unplanned Scrams per 7,000 Critical Hours 
2Q/97 3Q197 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q198 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Qtr 

# of Scrams critical In qtr 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 
Total Scrams over 4 qtrs 2 2 3 5 6 

# of Hrs Critical In qtr 1500 1000 2160 2136 2160 2136 2136 1751 
Total Hrs Critical In 4 qtrs 6796 7456 8592 8568 8183 

2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prey. Q 
Indicator value 1.9 2.4 4.1 5.1

Prev. Q
I I -

- I . ... ... j I

Uninilanned Scrams ner 7 000 Hirs

I •I•I::I= I•I I

5.0 1

25.0



I I SCR4M•S WITH A LOSS OF NORMAL HEAT REMOVAL I

2 Purpose

3 This indicator monitors that subset of unplanned and planned automatic and manual scrams that 
4 necessitate the use of mitigating systems and are therefore more risk-significant than 
5 uncomplicated scrams.  
6 
7 Indicator Definition 

8 The number of unplanned and planned scrams while critical, both manual and automatic, during 
9 the previous 12 quarters that also involved a loss of the normal heat removal path through the 
0 main condenser prior to establishing reactor conditions that allow use of the plant's normal long 
I term heat removal systems.  
2 
3 Data Renorting, Elements

14 The 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 Cal

followinig data is reported for each reactor unit:

the number of planned and unplanned automatic and manual scrams while critical in the 
previous quarter in which the normal heat removal path through the main condenser was 
lost prior to establishing reactor conditions that allow use of the plant's normal long term
heat 

lculation

removal systems

The indicator is determined using the values reported for the previous 12 quarters as follows: 

value = total scrams while critical in the previous 12 quarters in which the normal heat 

removal path through the main condenser was lost prior to establishing reactor 
conditions that allow use of the plant's normal long term heat removal systems.

28 Definition of Terms 

29 Normal heat removalpath. For purposes of this performance indicator, the path used for heat 
30 removal from the reactor during normal plant operations. It is the same for all plants - the path 
31 from the main condenser through the main feedwater system, steam generators (or reactor 
32 vessel). the main steam isolation valves, and back to the main condenser. . , 

34 Loss of the normal heat removalpath: when any of the following c ditions have occurred and , 
35 cannot be easily recovered without the need for diagnosis or repair deeay hea; capdet be reo',ed n.  
36 ,thrCLu th, main ... an,, .. thef .... occur:

S 

S 

S 

0

complete loss of all main feedwater 
insufficient l -4 main condenser vacuum to remove decay heat 
complete closure of at least one main steam isolation valves in each main steam line 
failure h. of turbine bypass eapability capacity that results in insufficient bypass capability 
remaining to maintain reactor temperature and pressure

14

1 

1 
1

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27

37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42
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1 

2 Scram means the shutdown of the reactor by the rapid addition of negative reactivity by any 
3 means, e.g., insertion of control rods, boron, use of diverse scram switch, or opening reactor trip 
4 breakers.  
5 
6 Criticality, for the purposes of this indicator, typically exists when a licensed reactor operator 
7 declares the reactor critical. There may be instances where a transient initiates from a subcritical 
8 condition and is terminated by a scram after the reactor is critical-this condition would count as 
9 a scram. " t --" • 

110 Clarifying Notes 

12 Intentional operator actions to control the reactor water level or c own rate, suh as securing 
13 main feedwater or closing the MSIVs, are not counted in thi dicator, as long as the normal 
14 heat removal path can be easily recovered without the ed for diagnosis or repair. Once 
15 reaching stable plant conditions following a scr , the shutdown of main feedwater pumps in 
16 accordance with operating procedures . not count in this indicator.  
17 
18 Design features to limit actor water level, steam generator water level, or cooldown rate, 
19 such as closing thn mi feedwater valves on a reactor scram, are not counted in this indicator, as 
20 long as the al heat removal path can be easily recovered without the need for diagnosis or 
21 repai nce reaching stable plant conditions following a scram, the shutdown of main feedwater 
22 pumps in accordance with operating procedures would not count in this indicator.  
23 
24 Events in which the normal heat removal path through the main condenser is not available and is 
25 not easily recoverable without the need for diagnosis or repair are counted in this indicator.  
26 
27 Partial losses of condenser vacuum in which sufficient capability remains to remove decay heat 
28 are not counted in this indicator.  
29 
30 This indicator includes planned and unplanned scrams. Unplanned scrams counted for this 
31 indicator are also counted for the Unplanned Scrams per 7000 Critical Hours indicator.  
32 
33 Scrams with loss of normal heat removal at low power within the capability of the PORVs are 
34 not counted if the main condenser has not yet been placed in service, or has been removed from 
35 service.  
36 
37 Momentary operations of PORVs or safety relief valves are not counted as part of this indicator.  
38

15
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A second example would be a case where thbe turbine bypass valves, (also commofnnly called stearn 
dum:p valves) thems.clves xfe unavailable, but sufficient steami flow; patl; to the, manondenserf 
existis 1;ia -alternate paths (suceh as steam; line dr-ains, fe@d pump turbine exhausts, etc.) suchý that no 
mfitigatinig systems are called upon.  

Response 
if an alternate heat FRcrNoal system is put int use, it eollnis :sward the perfcma~ncc inic~ator-.  

1 

2 

17



2 
2

Thresholds 
Green 52.0 
White >2.0 
Yellow >10.0 
Red >20.0

Scrams with Loss of Normal Heat Removal

201 
0 

2

Indicator

4 

6

8 

10

12

14 L-

3Q/98
Quarter 40/98

IG'REEN I

WHITE

IYLLOII
Note: Red>20

3 
4 
5

18

Data Examples 

Scrams with Loss of Normal Heat Removal 

3Q/95 4Q/95 1Q/96 2Q/96 3Q/96 4Q/96 1Q/97 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 40/98 Prey. Qrtr 
# of Scrams with loss of Normal 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Heat Sink in previous quarter 
Total Scrams over 12 qtrs 1 1 0 0 

1_ _2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prey. Q 
Indicator value 1 1 1 0 0

Prev. Q98
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1 UNPLANNED POWER CHANGES PER 7,000 CRITICAL HoURs 

2 Purpose 

3 This indicator monitors the number of unplanned power changes (excluding scrams) that could 
4 have, under other plant conditions, challenged safety functions. It may provide leading 
5 indication of risk-significant events but is not itself risk-significant. The indicator measures the 
6 number of plant power changes for a typical year of operation at power.  
7 

8 Indicator Definition 

9 The number of unplanned changes in reactor power of greater than 20% of full-power, per 7,000 
10 hours of critical operation excluding manual and automatic scrams.  
11 
12 Data Reporting Elements 

13 The following data is reported for eacb reactor unit: 
14 
15 * the number of unplanned power changes, excluding scrams, during the previous quarter 
16 
17 * the number of hours of critical operation in the previous quarter 
18 
19 Calculation 

20 The indicator is determined using the values reported for the previous four quarters as follows: 
21 
22 value = (total number of unplanned power changes over the previous 4 qtrs) x 7,000 frs 

total number of hours critical during the previous 4 qtrs 

23 
24 
25 Definition of Terms 

26 Unplanned changes in reactor power are changes in reactor power that are initiated less than 72 
27 hours following the discovery of an off-normal condition, and that result in, or require a change 
28 in power level of greater than 20% of full power to resolve. Unplanned changes in reactor power 
29 also include uncontrolled excursions of greater than 20% of full i -feaeto power that occur in 
30 response to changes in reactor or plant conditions and are not an expected part of a planned 
31 evolution or test.  
32 
33 Clarifving Notes 

34 If there are fewer than 2,400 critical hours in the previous four quarters the indicator value is 
35 computed as N/A because rate indicators can produce misleadingly high values when the 
36 denominator is small. The data elements (unplanned power changes and critical hours) are still 
37 reported.  
38

19



I The 72 hour period between discovery of an off-normal condition and the corresponding change 
2 in power level is based on the typical time to assess the plant condition, and prepare, review, and 
3) approve the necessary work orders, procedures, and necessary safety reviews, to effect a repair.  
4 The key element to be used in determining whether a power change should be counted as part of 

this indicator is the 72 hour period and not the extent of the planning that is performed between 
the discovery of the condition and initiation of the power change.  

8 In developing a plan to conduct a power reduction, additional contingency power reductions may 
9 be incorporated. These additional power reductions are not counted if they are implemented to 

10 address the initial condition.  11 7¢•" •r/c 

12 Equipment problems encountered during a planned power reduction greater than 20% that may 
13 have required a power reduction of 20% or more to repair are not counted as part of this indicator 
14 if they are repaired during the planned power reduction.  
15 
16 Unplanned power changes and shutdowns include those conducted in response to equipment 
17 failures or personnel errors and those conducted to perform maintenance. They do not include 
18 automatic or manual scrams or load-follow power changes.  
19 
20 Apparent power changes that are determined to be caused by instrumentation probl, s are not 
21 included.  
22 C " 

23 1 ,*`-'am .. 1e nplanned power changes ar-einclude runbacks and power oscillati nsA s, 769 

24 
25 J Anticipatory power reductions intended to reduce the impact of external events ch as 
26f,-Purricanes or range fires threatening offsite power transmission lines, and power c 
27C ,equested by the system load dispatchers, are excluded.  

S28 
29 Anticipated power changes greater than 20W0 in response to expected problems (such as 
30 accumulation of marine debris and biological contaminants in certain seasons) which are j c, (-- C 

31 proceduralized but cannot be predicted greater than 72 hours in advance may not need to be 
32 counted if they are not reactive to the sudden discovery of off-normal conditions. The 
33 circumstances of each situation are different and should be identified t tNR that a 
.34 determination can be made concerinfg whether the power change should be counted.  
35 S , -~ 

36 Power chanzes to makertd pattern adjustments are excluded.  
37 
38 Power changes directed by the load dispatcher under normal operating conditions due to load 
39 demand and economic reasons, and for grid stability or nuclear plant safety concerns arising from 
40 external events outside the control of the nuclear unit are not included in this indicator. However.  
41 power reductions due to equipment failures that are under the control of the nuclear unit are 
42 included in this indicator.  
43 
44 Licensees should use the p wer indication that is used to control the plant. 4, Lt V" i4 ̂.  

46 This indicator captures changes in reactor power that are initiated following the discovery of an 
47 off-normal condition. If a condition is identified that is slowly degrading and the licensee 

48 prepares plans to reduce power when the condition reaches a predefmed limit, and 72 hours have

20
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elapsed since the condition was first identified, the power change does not count. If, however, the 
condition suddenly degrades beyond the predefined limits and requires rapid response, this 
situation would count.  

Off-normal conditions that begin with one or more power reductions and end with an unplanned 
reactor trip are counted in the unplanned reactor scram indicator only. If an off-normal condition 
occurs above 20% power, and the plant is shutdown by a planned reactor trip using normal 
operating procedures, only an unplanned power change is counted.  

If, during the implementation of a planned power reduction, power is reduced by more than 20% 
of full power beyond the planned reduction, then an unplanned power change has occurred.

I- Questine

14
1-D

15 
16 
17

4-14

I I~ e, 4- Power . ._,,
if a FeduEriOn fromf 1 00%4ý t 7W'; is planned. a-d eff additional 25'2, must occu if the .i tatiefn i'S 
"..'r....e ;tan.. e.pee. l'can a h.een.see p..eplan (at tile ;ilme f pr.eplanf.nmg th.e .2.0. r.ed.tioi.n a 
"11seeond eontingency step plannaing" fer the additional 25-1,.` 

The . 2 hour. planning.. .- . . eriod iS . .Sed as a . .ark to in.dicate that nee .a.. plan ,ing has ,ecurred to 
addrcss tIhe pr-oposed pov.f er hance. This planningg fna inclutde coitntmenc\ý Power ehangc.. that 

-ou-! h not bee . .,ted to a the per",wa:fce indicator.  

Questio 

it a lsiensee plan.. to rredue froimi I ;o a 85Q redu..i.i.. but due to equi...Pl; .t . al....ctiEN! 
"(beron dilUation) evfers and rreduces to 70%.. ..ee 1 was a..ead. planned. i. the .e..all 
if ansient consider~ed (100 710 - 0%; and counfted aS a "114"). Or iS4 OiAN onl. foranSien'S bek.end that 
planoed 5 70 - 159 and not counted as aah" 

The Unplanrned P;',•er- hangc:s Per4ofo anec indicator addesse. ehan-es ii reactor power that r.  
not an expected part E4 a planned evolut11in o-r teSt. 1n the' propfOSed eXaMple. the' unplanned P@oiioo 

.f the power- c'npution resulted in a 15. change iin power aged Aould not cont a 20%ard the 
Pei fo e indicator. , 

Does the 204 Pow.er change ntile apply. to an uncontrolled excursion or- are an'ý wieeontroled 
excursfifOn icoutnted? Our specifie eEample is: U~nit 1 experieneed an unceontroalled poary.cr.m 

;:Am 100%1 to 100.234 due to a hihlevel feed water: 4eater: duamp valve failure.  

Respone 
TheW Pe~efi!IaRe illdic-atr counft1S aRm unplanned change. inH reactor poerAe gr-eater than 20% 'of full 
power. in yoaur examfple. the excursioni does not exceeed 204 and would thus not be counted under 
this perforMance inidicator.
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Data Example 

Unplanned Power Changes per 7,000 Critical Hours 

2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prey. Qtr 
# of Power Changes in previous qtr 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 3 
Total Power Changes In previous 4 qtrs 1 1 1 2 3 5 6 8 

# of Hrs Critical In qrtr 1500 1000 2160 2136 2160 2136 2136 1751 
Total Hrs Critical in previous 4 qtrs 6796 7456 8592 8568 8183 

2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
Indicator value 2.8 4.1 4.9 6.8

Thresholds 
Green _<6.0 
White >6.0 
Yellow N/A 
Red N/A

Unplanned Transients per 7,000 Critical Hrs
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1 2.2 MITIGATING SYSTEMS CORNERSTONE 

2 This section defines the performance indicators used to monitor the performance of key selected 
3 systems that are designed to mitigate the effects of initiating events, and describes their 
4 calculational methods.  
5 
6 The definitions and guidance contained in this section, while similar to guidance developed in 
7 support of INPO/WANO indicators and the Maintenance Rule, are unique to the regulatory 
8 oversight program. Differences in definitions and guidance in most instances are deliberate and 
9 are necessary to meet the unique requirements of the regulatory oversight program.  

10 
11 While safety systems are generally thought of as those that are designed to mitigate design basis 
12 accidents, not all mitigating systems have the same risk importance. PRAs have shown that risk 
13 is often influenced not only by front-line mitigating systems, but also by support systems and 
14 equipment. Such systems and equipment, both safety- and non-safety related, have been 
15 considered in selecting the performance indicators for this cornerstone. Not all aspects of 
16 licensee performance can be monitored by performance indicators, and risk-informed baseline 
17 inspections are used to supplement these indicators.  
18 
19 1 SAFETY SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY 

20 Purpose 

21 The purpose of the safety system unavailability indicator is to monitor the readiness of important 
22 safety systems to perform their safety functions in response to off-normal events or accidents.  
23 
24 Indicator Definition 

25 The average of the individual train unavailabilities in the system. Train unavailability is the ratio 
26 of the hours the train is unavailable to the number of hours the train is required to be able to 
27 perform its intended safety function.  
28 
29 The performance indicator is calculated separately for each of the following four systems for 
30 each reactor type.  
31 
32 BWRs 
33 
34 0 high pressure injection systems -- (high pressure coolant injection, high pressure core 
35 spray, feedwater coolant injection) 
36 * heat removal systems - (reactor core isolation cooling) 
37 * residual heat removal system 
38 0 emergency AC power system 
39 
40 
41 
42
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I PWRs 
2 
3 • high pressure safety injection system 
4 * auxiliary feedwater system 
5 0 emergency AC power system 
6 0 residual heat removal system 
7 
8 Data Reporting Elements 

9 The following elements are reported for each train for the previous quarter: 
10 
11 0 planned unavailable hours, 
12 0 unplanned unavailable hours, 
13 0 fault exposure unavailable hours, and 
14 0 hours the train was required to be available for service.  
15 0 number of trains in the system 
16 
17 
18 Sources for identifying unavailable hours can be obtained from system failure records, control 
19 room logs, event reports, maintenance work orders, etc. Preventive maintenance and 
20 surveillance test procedures may be helpful in determining if activities performed using these 
21 procedures cause systems or trains to be unavailable. These procedures may also assist in 
22 identifying the frequency of such maintenance and test activities.  
23 
24 Calculation 

25 The system unavailability is determined for each reporting quarter as follows: 
26 
27 Train unavailability during previous 12 quarters: 
28 
29 (planned unavailable hrs) + (unplanned unavailable hrs) + (fault exposure unavailable hrs) 

(hours train required during the previous 12 quarters) 

30 
31 System unavailability is the sum of the train unavailabilities divided by the number of system 
32 trains.  
33 
34 The indicator for each of the monitored systems is the average system unavailability over the 
35 previous 12 quarters.  
36 
37 For some multi-unit stations the calculation for the emergency diesel generator value could be 
38 affected by a "swing" emergency diesel generator for either unit or other units. (See Emergency 
39 AC Power section for further details.) 
40
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1 Definition of Terms 

2 Planned unavailable hours: These hours include time the train was out of service for 
3 maintenance, testing, equipment modification, or any other time equipment is electively removed 
4 from service and the activity is planned in advance.  
5 
6 Unplanned unavailable hours: These hours include corrective maintenance time or elapsed time 
7 between the discovery and the restoration to service of an equipment failure or human error that 
8 makes the train unavailable (such as a misalignment).  
9 

10 Fault exposure unavailable hours: These are estimt hours that a train was in an undetected, 
1 1 failed condition. (This item is explained in more detail in the Clarifying Notes.) 
12 
13 Hours required are the number of hours a monitored safety system is required to be available to 
14 satisfactorily perform its intended safety function.  
15 
16 A train consists of a group of components that together provide the monitored functions of the 
17 system and as explained in the enclosures for specific reactor types. Fulfilling the design basis of 
18 the system may require one or more trains of a system to operate simultaneously. The number of 
19 trains in a system is determined as follows: 
20 
21 * for systems that primarily pump fluids, the number of trains is equal to the number of parallel 
22 pumps or the number of flow paths in the flow system (e.g., number of auxiliary feedwater 
23 pumps). The preferred method is to use the number of pumps. For a system that contains an 
24 installed spare pump, the number of trains would equal the number of flow paths in the 
25 system.  
26 
27 * for systems that provide cooling of fluids, the number of trains is determined by the number 
28 of parallel heat exchangers, or the number of parallel pumps, whichever is fewer.  
29 
30 emergency AC power system: the number of class 1E emergency (diesel, gas turbine, or 
31 hydroelectric) generators at the station that are installed to power shutdown loads in the event 
32 of a loss of off-site power -- This includes the diesel generator dedicated to the BWR HPCS 
33 system.  
34 
35 Off-normal events or accidents: These are events specified in a plant's design and licensing 01 C1 ' 
36 bases. Typically these events are specified in a plant's safety analysis report, however other 
37 events/analysis should be considered (e.g. Appendix R analysis).  
38 
39 Note: Additional guidance for specific systems is provided later in this section.  
40
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1 
2 Clarifying Notes 

3 The systems have been selected for this indicator based on their importance in preventing reactor 
4 core damage or extended plant outage. The selected systems include the principal systems 
5 needed for maintaining reactor coolant inventory following a loss of coolant, for decay heat 
6 removal following a reactor trip or loss of main feedwater, and for providing emergency AC 
7 power following a loss of plant off-site power.  
8 
9 Except as specifically stated in the indicator definition and reporting guidance, no attempt is 

10 made to monitor or give credit in the indicator results for the presence of other systems at a given 
11 plant that add diversity to the mitigation or prevention of accidents. For example, no credit is 
12 given for additional power sources that add to the reliability of the electrical grid supplying a 
13 plant because the purpose of the indicator is to monitor the effectiveness of the plant's response 
14 once the grid is lost.  
15 
16 Some components in a system may be common to more than one train, in which case the effect 
17 of the performance (unavailable hours) of a common component is included in all affected trains.  
18 
19 Unavailable hours for a multi-function system should be counted only during those times when 
20 any function monitored by this indicator is required to be available.  
21 
22 Trains are generallv considered to be available durinL periodic system or equipment realignments 
23 to swap components or flow paths as part of normal operations.  
24 
25 It is possible for a train to be considered operable yet unavailable per the guidance in this section. " 
26 The purpose of this indicator is to monitor the readiness of important safety systems to perform 
27 their safety function in response to off-normal events or accidents.  
28 
29 Planned Unavailable Hours 
30 Planned unavailable hours are hours that a train is not available for service for an activity that is 
31 planned in advance. The beginning and ending times of planned unavailable hours are known. 3 

32 Causes of planned unavailable hours include, but are not limited to, the following: 
33 
34 • preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance on non-failed trains, or inspection 
35 requiring a train to be mechanically and/or electrically removed from service 
36 
37 0 planned support system unavailability causing a train of a monitored system to be 
38 unavailable (e.g., AC or DC power, instrument air, service water, component cooling 
39 water, or room cooling) 
40 
41 0 testing, unless the test configuration is automatically overridden by a valid starting signal, 
42 or the function can be promptly restored either by an operator in the control room or by a 
43 dedicated operator 4 stationed locally for that purpose. Restoration actions must be 

3Accumulation of unavailable hours ends when the train is returned to a normal standby alignment. However, if a 
subsequent test (e.g., post-maintenance test) shows the train not to be capable of performing its safety function, the 
time between the return to normal standby alignment and the unsuccessful test is reclassified as unavailable hours.
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1 contained in a written procedure, must be uncomplicated (a single action or afew simple 
2 actions), and must not require diagnosis or repair. Credit for a dedicated local operator 
3 can be taken only if (s)he is positioned at the proper location throughout the duration of 
4 the test for the purpose of restoration of the train should a valid demand occur. The intent 
5 of this paragraph is to allow licensees to take credit for restoration actions that are 
6 virtually certain to be successful (i.e., probability nearly equal to 1) during accident 
7 conditions.  
8 
9 The individual performing the restoration function can be the person conducting the test 

10 and must be in communication with the control room. Credit can also be taken for an 
11 operator in the main control room provided s(he) is in close proximii•.t restore the 
12 equipment when needed. Normal staffing for the test may satisfy the requirement for a 
13 dedicated operator, depending on work assignments. In all cases, the staffing must be 
14 considered in advance and an operator identified to take the appropriate iwA%&a1e , 4 
15 response for the testing configuration independent of other control room actions that may 
16 be required. - 4,-" 
17 f 
18 Under stress chaotic conditions otherwise simple multiple actions may not be 
19 accomplish with the virtual certainty called for by the guidance (e.g., lift test leads and 
20 land wiresr. In addition, some manual operations of systems designed to operate 
21 automatically, such as manually controlling HPCI turbine to establish and control 
22 injection flow are not virtually certain to be successful.  
23 
24 any modification that requires the train to be mechanically and/or electrically removed 
25 from service.  
26 
27 If a maintenance activity goes beyond the originally scheduled time frame, the additional hours 
28 can be considered planned unavailable hours except when due to detection of a new failed 
29 component that would prevent the train from performing its intended safety function.  
30 
31 Planned unavailable hours are included because portions of a system are unavailable during these 
32 planned activities when the system should be available to perform its intended safety function.  
33 
34 Note: It is recognized that such planned activities can have a net beneficial effect in terms of 
35 reducing unplanned unavailability and fault exposure unavailable hours (as discussed further 
36 below). If planned activities are well managed and effective, fault exposure unavailable hours 
37 and unplanned unavailable hours are minimized.  
38 
39 Treatment of Planned Overhaul Maintenance 
40 
41 Plants that perform on-line planned overhaul maintenance (i.e., within approved Technical 
42 Specification Allowed Outage Time) do not have to include planned overhaul hours in the 
43 unavailable hours for this performance indicator under the conditions noted below.Nen over~haul 
44 plannedJ raintenanee hour-s and all unplanned maintenance heur~s weiuld be repei4ed as pa~ &f 

4 Operator in this circumstance refers to any plant personnel qualified and designated to perform the restoration 
function.
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1 this indicator:. This exception pr-wides equitn. in data reponiing by aelanov.ledgiing that plants that 
2 do not have a sufficient Allowed Outa-ge Time~ to per-for ov~erhaudl maintenance on line d& not 
3 ..eport maintenan.e and .. ,erhaul hours performed off line. Overhaul maintenance comprises 
4 those activities that are undertaken voluntarily and performed in accordance with an established 
5 preventive maintenance program to improve equipment reliability and availability. Overhauls 
6 include disassembly and reassembly of major components and may include replacement of parts 
7 as necessary, cleaning, adjustment, and lubrication as necessary. Typical major components are: 
8 diesel engine or generator, pumps, pump motor or turbine driver, or heat exchangers.  
9 

10 Any ACT sufficient to accommodate the overhaul hours may be considered. However, to qualif' 
I 1 for the exemption of unavailable hours, licensees must have in place a quantitative risk 
12 assessment. This assessment must demonstrate that the planned configuration meets either the 
13 requirements for a risk-informed TS change described in Regulatory Guide 1.177, or the 
14 requirements for normal work controls described in NUMARC 93-01. Section 11.3.7.2.  
15 Otherwise the unavailable hours must be counted. The Safety System Unavailability indicator 
16 excludes maintenance-out-of-service hours on a train that is not required to be operable per 
17 technical specifications (TS). This normally occurs during reactor shutdowns. Online 
18 maintenance hours for systems that do not have installed spare trains would normally be included 
19 in the indicator. However, some licensees have been granted extensions of certain TS allowed 
20 outage times (ACTs) to perform online maintenance activities that have, in the past, been 
21 performed while shut down.  
22 
23 The criteria of Regulatory Guide 1. 177 include demonstration that the change has only a small 
24 quantitative impact on plant risk (less than 5x10-7 incremental conditional core damage 
25 probability). It is appropriate and equitable, for licensees who have demonstrated that the 
26 increased risk to the plant is small, to exclude unavailable hours for those activities for which the 
27 extended AOTs were granted. However, in keeping with the NRC's increased emphasis on risk
28 informed regulation, it is not appropriate to exclude unavailable hours for licensees who have not 
29 demonstrated that the increase in risk is small. In addition. 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4), requires 
30 licensees to assess and manage the increase in risk that may result from proposed maintenance 
31 activities. Guidance on a quantitative approach to assess the risk impact of maintenance activities 
32 is contained in the latest revision of Section 11.3.7.2 of NUMARC 93-01. That section allows the 
33 use of normal work controls for plant configurations in which the incremental core damage 

6 34 probability is less than 10- . Licensees must demonstrate that their proposed action complies with 
35 either the requirements for a risk-informed TS change or the requirements for normal work 
36 controls described in NUMARC 93-01.  
37 
38 The planned overhaul maintenance may be applied once per train per operating cycle. The work 
39 may be done in two segments provided that the total time to perform the overhaul does not 
40 exceed one AOT period.  
41 
42 If additional time is needed to repair equipment problems discovered during the planned overhaul 
43 that would prevent the fulfillment of a safety function, the additional hours would be non
44 overhaul hours ancdor potential fault exposure hours, and would count toward the indicator.  
45 
46 Other activities may be performed with the planned overhaul activity as long as the outage 
47 duration is bounded by overhaul activities. If the overhaul activities are complete, and the outage
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1 continues due to non-overhaul activities, the additional hours would be non-overhaul hours and 
2 would count toward the indicator.  
3 
4 Major rebuild tasks necessitated by an unexpected component failure that would prevent the 

5 fulfillment of a safety function cannot be counted as overhaul maintenance.  
6 
7 This overhaul exemption does not normally apply to support systems except under unique plant

8 specific situations on a case-by-case basis. The circumstances of each situation are different and 

9 should be identified to the NRC so that a determination can be made. Factors to be taken into 

10 consideration for an exemption for support systems include (a) the results of a quantitative risk 

11 assessment, (b) the expected improvement in plant performance as a result of the overhaul 

12 activity, and (c) the net change in risk as a result of the overhaul activity.  
13 
14 Unplanned Unavailable Hours 
15 
16 Unplanned unavailable hours are the hours that a train is not available for service for an activity 

17 that was not planned in advance. The beginning and ending times of unplanned unavailable hours 

18 are known. Causes of unplanned unavailable hours include, but are not limited to, the following: 
19 
20 0 corrective maintenance time following detection of a failed component that prevented the 

21 train from performing its intended safety function. (The time between failure and 
22 detection is counted as fault exposure unavailable hours, as discussed below.) 
23 
24 * unplanned support system unavailability causing a train of a monitored system to be 

25 unavailable (e.g., AC or DC power, instrument air, service water, component cooling 
26 water, or room cooling) 
27 
28 * human errors leading to train unavailability (e.g., valve or breaker mispositioning-- only 

29 the time to restore would be reported as unplanned unavailable hours-- the time between 

30 the mispositioning and discovery would be counted as fault exposure unavailable hours as 
31 discussed below) 
32 
33 Fault Exposure Unavailable Hours 
34 The-e-neept.- 4-ault exposure unavailable hours reflects an estimnate of the amo"unt ef are the 
35 time that a train spends in an undetected, failed condition. Three situations involving fault 
36 exposure unavailable hours can occur.  
37 
38 1. The failure's time of occurrence and its time of discovery are known. Examples of this type of 

39 failure include events external to the equipment (e.g., a lightning strike, some mispositioning 

40 by operators, or damage caused during test or maintenance activities) that caused the train 

41 failure at a known time. For these cases, the fault exposure unavailable hours are the lapsed 
42 time between the occurrence of a failure and its time of discovery.  
43 
44 For instances where the time of occurrence is determined to have occurred more than three 
45 years ago (12 quarters) faulted hours are only computed back for a maximum of 12 quarters.  
46 
47 For design deficiencies that occurred in a previous reporting period, fault exposure hours are
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I not reported. However, unplanned unavailable hours are counted m the time of discovery.  
2 The indicator report is annotated to identify the presence of an ol design error, and the 
3 inspection process will assess the significance of the deficiency. The absence or inadequacy 
4 of a periodic inspection or test of a train monitored by this indicator that results in a long
5 standing unavailability of that train is considered, for purposes of this indicator, to be an old 
6 design issue that is not counted in the indicator.  
7 
8 2. Only the time of the failure's discovery is known with certainty. The intent of the use of the 
9 term "with certainty" is to ensure that an appropriate analysis and review to determine the 

10 time of failure is completed, documented in the corrective action program, and reviewed by 
11 management. The use of component failure analysis, circuit analysis. or event investigations 
12 are acceptable. Engineering judgment may be used in conjunction with analytical techniques 
13 to determine the time of failure. It is improper to assume that the failure occurred at the time 
14 of discovery for these failures because the assumption ignores what could be significant 
15 unavailable time prior to their discovery. Fault exposure unavailable hours for this case must 
16 be estimated. The value used to estimate the fault exposure unavailable hours for this case is: 
17 one half the time since the last successful test or operation that proved the system was a 
18 capable of performing its safety function. However, the time reported is never greater 
19 than three years (12 quarters). For example, if the last successful surveillance test s 24 
20 months ago, then the time reported would be 8760 hours (12 months). If the ti since the 
21 last test was 74 months, the time reported would be 26,280 hours (36 months . The 
22 unavailable hours can be amended in a future report if further analysis identifies the time of 
23 failure or determines that the affected train would have been capable of performing its safety 
24 function during the worst case event for which the train is required.  
25 
26 If a failure is identified when a train is not required to be available, fault exposure hours are 
27 estimated by counting from the date of the failure back to one-half the time since the last 
28 successful operation and including only those hours during that period when the train was 
29 required to be available.  
30 
31 Note: For design deficiencieýs are not counted. However, unplanned hours are 
32 counted from the time is rV7 in the-se ses, the quarterly indicator report is annotated 
33 to identify. the preseace of aftreiet design error, and the inspection process will assess the 
34 significance of the deficieney-------_2 ....  
35 
36 3. The failure is annunciated when it occurs. For this case, there are no fault exposure 
37 unavailable hours because the time of failure is the time of discovery. These failures include 
38 the following: 
39 
40 * failure of a continuously operated component, such as the trip of an operating 
41 feedwater pump that is also used to fulfill a monitored system function, such as 
42 feedwater coolant injection in some B\VRs, 
43 
44 0 failure of a component while in standby that is annunciated in the control room, such 
45 as failure of control power circuitry for a monitored system, 
46
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1 When a failed or mispositioned component that results in the loss of train function is discovered 
2 during an inspection or by incidental observation (without being tested), fault exposure 
3 unavailable hours are still reported.  
4 
5 Malfuncticns oroprain rros that de not pr-evenit a tra in froem being restor-ed to normal 
6 oper-ation wit-hin 10- miu Efrm the control room, adhtdonot r~euir-e zreet 
7 maOFtenance, a significant pro.blem. diagnesis, are net c .unted as failures.  
8 
9 Operator actions to recover from an equipment malfunction or an operating error can be credited 

10 if the function can be promptly restored from the control room by a qualified operator taking an 
11 uncomplicated action (a single action or a few simple actions) without diagnosis or repair (i.e., 
12 the restoration actions are virtually certain to be successful during accident conditions). Note that 
13 under stressful, chaotic conditions, otherwise simple multiple actions may not be accomplished 
14 with the virtual certainty called for by the guidance (e.g., lift test leads and land wires). In 
15 addition, some manual operations of systems designed to operate automatically, such as manually 
16 controlling HPCI turbine to establish and control injection flow, are not virtually certain to be 
17 successful.  
18 
19 Small oil, water or steam leaks that would not preclude safe operation of the component during 
20 an operational demand and would not prevent a train from satisfying its safety function are not 
21 counted.  
22 
23 A train is available if it is capable of performing its safety function. For example, if a normally 
24 open valve is found failed in the open position, and this is the position required for the train to 
25 perform its function, fault exposure unavailable hours would not be counted for the time the 
26 valve was in a failed state. However, unplanned unavailable hours would be counted for the 
27 repair of the valve, if the repair required the valve to be closed or the line containing the valve to 
28 be isolated, and this degraded the full capacity or redundancy of the system.  
29 
30 Fault exposure unavailable hours are not counted for a failure to meet design or technical 
31 specifications, if engineering analysis determines the train was capable of performing its safety 
32 function during an operational event. For example, if an emergency generator fails to reach rated 
33 speed and voltage in the precise time required by technical specifications, the generator is not 
34 considered unavailable if the test demonstrated that it would start, load, and run as required in an 
35 emergency.  
36 
37 Reporting Fault Exposure Time 
38 
39 The fault exposure unavailable hours associated with a component failure may include 
40 unavailable hours covering several reporting periods (e.g., several quarters). 1the 
41 fault exposure unavailable hours should be assigned to the appropriate reporting periods. For 
42 example, if a failure is discovered on the 10th day of a quarter and the estimated number of 
43 unavailable hours is 300 hours, then 240 hours should be counted for the current quarter and 
44 60 unavailable hours should be counted for the previous quarter. Note: This will require an 
45 update of the previous quarter's data. Remove the double count by removing the planned and 
46 unplanned hours which overlap with the fault exposure hours. Put an explanation in the 
47 comment field. If you later remove the fault exposure hours, restore the hours which had been 
48 removed.
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1 
2 Removing (Resetting) Fault Exposure Hours 
3 Fault exposure hours associated with a single item may be removed after 4 quarters have elapsed 
4 from discovery, provided the following criteria are met: 
5 
6 1. The fault exposure hours associated with the item are greater than or equal to 336 hours 
7 and the green-white threshold has been exceeded.  
8 2. Corrective actions associated with the item to preclude recurrence of the condition have 
9 been completed by the licensee, and 

10 3. Supplemental inspection activities by the NRC have been completed and any resulting 
11 open items related to the condition causing the fault exposure have been closed out in an 
12 inspection report.  
13 
14 Fault exposure hours are removed by submitting a change report that provides a revision to the 
15 reported hours for the affected quarter(s). The change report should include a comment to 
16 document this action.  
17 
18 Hours Train Required 
19 The term "hours train required" is associated with the hours a train is required to be available to 
20 satisfactorily perform its safety function, if-equired. Unavailable hours are counted only for 
21 periods when a train is required to be available for service.  
22 
23 The default values identified below are typical: however, differences may exist in the number of 
24 trains required during different modes of operation. The calculational methodology 
25 accommodates differences in required train hours in these cases. The default value in the 
26 denominator can be used to simplify data collection. However. the numerator must include all 
27 unavailable hours during periods that the train is required regardless of the default value.  
28 
29 * Emergency AC power system. This value is estimated by the number of hours in the 
30 reporting period, because emergency generators are normally expected to be available for 
31 service during both plant operation and shutdown.  
32 
33 * Residual Heat Removal System, This value is estimated by the number of hours in the 
34 reporting period, because the residual heat removal system is required to be available for 
35 decay heat removal at all times.  
36 
37 All other systems. This value is estimated by the number of critical hours during the 
38 reporting period, because these systems are usually required to be in service only while the 
39 reactor is critical, and for short periods during startup or shutdown. In some cases this value 
40 is already provided as part of the calculation, as in unplanned automatic scrams per 7,000 
41 hours critical data.  
42 
43 
44 
45 Component Failures 
46 I 
47 Unavailable hours (planned, unplanned, and fault exposure) are not reported for the failure of 
48 certain ancillary components unless the safety function of a principal component (e.g., pump,
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1 valve, emergency generator) is affected in a manner that prevents the train from performing its 
2 intended safety function. Such ancillary components include equipment associated with control, 
3 protection, and actuation functions; power supplies; lubricating subsystems; etc. For example, if 
4 there are three pressure switches arranged in a two-out-of-three logic provide low suction 
5 pressure protection for a PWR auxiliary feedwater pump, and one becomes defective, 
6 unavailable hours would not be counted because the single failure would not affect operability of 
7 the pump.  
8 
9 Installed Spares and Redundant Maintenance Trains 

10 
11 Some power plants have safety systems with extra trains of eefpeintef to allow preventive 
12 maintenance to be carried out with the unit at power without violating the single failure criterion 
13 (when applied to the remaining trains). That is, one of the remaining trains may fail, but the 
14 system can still achieve its safety function as required by the design basis safety analysis. Such 
15 systems are characterized by a large number of trains (usually a minimum of four, but often 
16 more). To be a maintenance train, a train must not be required in the design basis safety analysis 
17 for the system to perform its safety function.  
18 
19 An "installed spare" is a component (or set of components) that is used as a replacement for other 
20 equipment to allow for the removal of equipment from service for preventive or corrective 
21 maintenance without violating the single failure criterion. To be an "installed spare," a 
22 component must not be required in the design basis safety analysis for the system to perform its 
23 safety function.  
24 
25 The following examples will help illustrate the system requirements in order to benefit from this 
26 provision: 
27 
28 * A system containing three 50% (flow rate and/or cooling capacity) trains would not meet the 
29 requirement since full design flow rate would not be available with one train in maintenance 
30 and one train failed (single failure criterion).  
31 
32 e A system with four 50% trains or three 100% trains may meet the criterion, assuming the 
33 system design flow rate and cooling requirements can be met during a design basis accident 
34 anywhere within the reactor coolant or secondary system boundaries, including unfavorable 
35 locations of LOCAs and feedwater line breaks. This statement is not intended to set new 
36 design criteria, but rather, to define the level of system redundancy required if reporting of 
37 unavailable hours on a redundant train is to be avoided.  
38 
39 Unavailable hours for an installed spare are counted only if the installed spare becomes 
40 unavailable while serving as replacement for another component. This includes planned and 
41 unplanned unavailable hours, and fault exposure unavailable hours. -L b,
42 
43 Planned unavailable hours (e.g., preventive maintenanc =unplanned unavailable hours (e.g., 
44 corrective maintenance) are not counted for ponent when that component has been replaced 
45 by an installed spare.  
46 ropnate way to estimate fault exposure hours is to count from the-dateof failure-ba'ck to 

one half the time since the last successful operation and include only those hours during that 
period when the equipment was required to be available.  
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I In some designs, specific systems have a complete spare train, allowing the total replacement of 
2 one train for on-line maintenance, or increased system availability. Systems that have such extra 
3 trains generally must meet design bases requirements with one train in maintenance and a single 
4 failure of another train.  
5 
6 Trains that are required as backup in case of equipment failure to allow the system to meet 
7 redundancy requirements or the single failure criterion (e.g., swing components that 
8 automatically align to different trains or units) are not installed spares.  
9 

10 Fault exposure unavailable hours associated with failures are counted, even if the failed 
11 train/component is replaced by an installed spare while it is being repaired. For example: a pump 
12 in a high pressure safety injection system (that has an installed spare pump) fails its quarterly 
13 surveillance test. Unavailable hours reported for this failure would include the time needed to 
14 substitute the installed spare pump for the failed pump (unplanned unavailable hours), plus half 
15 the time since the last successful surveillance that demonstrated the train/system was capable of 
16 performing its safety function, or 36 months whichever is the shortest period.  
17 
18 In systems where there are installed spare components or trains, unavailable hours for the spare 
19 component or train are only counted against the replaced component or train. For example, if a 
20 system has an installed spare train that is valved into the system, any unavailable hours are 
21 counted against the replaced train, not the spare train. Thus, in a three train system that has one 
22 installed spare train, the number of trains in the safety system unavailability equation is two. The 
23 system unavailability is the sum of the unavailable hours divided by two.  
24 
25 Systems Required to be in Service at All Times 
26 
27 The Emergency AC power system and the residual heat removal RHR system are normally 
28 required to be in service at all times. However, planned and unplanned unavailable hours are not 
29 reported under certain conditions. The specific conditions for the emergency diesel generator are 
30 described in the Emergency Diesel Generator Section. For RHR systems, when the reactor is 
31 shutdown with fuel in the vessel, those systems or portions of systems that provide shutdown 
32 cooling can be removed from service without incurring planned or unplanned unavailable hours 
33 under the following conditions are a- 4-iokvs: 
34 
35 -RHR trains may be removed from service provided an NR approved alternate metho f 
36 decay heat removal is verified to be available for each RHR train removed from service. The 
37 intent is that at all times there will be two methods of decay heat removal available, each 
38 capable of removing 100 per cent of the expected decay heat load and at least one of which is 
39 a forced means of heat removal. Examples of alternative methods may include but are not 
40 limited to: (1) reactor water level high enough to ensure natural circulation sufficient to 
41 remove the expected decay heat load. (2) a ent fuel pool cooling train. (3) installed spares.  
42 (Class lE power supplies are not requir d T e alternate means of decay heat removal need 
43 not be safety-related.) Each NRC approv'Ž method of decay heat removal must be 
44 independent such that a failure of one method does not adversely impact the capability of the 
45 remaining method of decay heat removal For example, if a spent fuel pool cooling train and 
46 the reactor water level are the two NRC approved alternate methods, then a failure of the 
47 spent fuel pool cooling train must not result in an additional heat load that would prevent 
48 natural circulation from removing the expected decay heat load. If this condition can not be
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satisfied, then only one method is considered available and therefore unavailable hours must 
be considered for the other train. When the reactor is shutd&'.T, those sysems or pomlons of 
systems that proevide shutd&A%' eeoling,- can be remoeVed frOmf se...'ic ihoticurn 
plan~ned of unplanned unavailable hourns uinder- the foallowing conditions: 

*These portions of the shuitdown cooling -systemn associated w~ith one heat excehanger- flow 
path can be taken out of ser.vice without incurring planned or unplanned una-railable 
hours proevided the other- heat exehanger- flew path is availablc (ineluding at least One 
pumfp) and an alternate. NRG approved maeanis of refflOiNMgeere-decak- heat is available.  
The altefnate m~eanls ofdecay heat r~emoval nieed net be safeaty related, bu ,us H-h ave b eeng 
deteflined to be capable of handling the decay heat load.
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,. When the reactor is defueled or With Pel still in the vessel. when the decay heat load is so 
low that forced recirculation for cooling purposes, even on an intermittent basis, is no longer 
required (ambient losses are enough to offset the decay heat load), any train providing 
shutdown cooling may be removed from service without incurring planned or unplanned 
unavailable hours.  

&.Wheni the r-eactor is dlefuceled. aiily tr-ains proeviding shuitdowni cooling may be r-emoved 4fro 
sen'iee wNithout incurring- planned or- unplanned unlavailable hours.  

- When the bulk reactor coolant temperature is less than 200 F, those trains or portions of 
trains whose sole function is to provide suppression pool cooling (BWR) may be removed 
from service without incurring planned or unplanned unavailable hours.  

* When portions of a single train provide both the shutdown cooling and the suppression pool 
cooling function, the most limiting set of reportability requirements should be used (i.e.  
unavailable hours and required hours are reported whenever at least one function is required.) 

Fault exposure unavailable hours are always counted, even when portions of the system are 
removed from service as described above.  

When the plant is operating, selected components that help provide the shutdown cooling 
function of the RHR system are normally de-energize or racked out. This does not constitute an 
unavailable condition for the trains that provide shutdown cooling, unless the de-energized 
components cannot be placed back into service before the minimum time that the shutdown 
cooling function would be needed (typically the time required for a plant to complete a rapid 
cooldown, within maximum established plant cooldown limits, from normal operating 
conditions).  

Support System Unavailability " • .L...'o$ 

If the unavailability of a support system causes a train to be unavailable, then the hours the 
support system was unavailable are counted against the train as e4t-er planned pT unplanned) 
unavailable hours. Support systems are defined as any system required for the safety system to 
remain available for service. (The technical specification criteria for determining operability may 
not apply when determining train unavailability. In these cases, analysis or sound engineering



I judgment may be used to determine the effect of support system unavailability on the monitored 
2 system.) 
3 
4 If the unavailability of a single support system causes a train in more than one of the monitored 
5 systems to be unavailable, the hours the support system was unavailable are counted against the 
6 affected train in each system. For example, a train outage of 3 hours in a PXVR service water 
7 system caused the emergency generator, the RHR heat exchanger, the HPSI pump, and the AFW 
8 pump associated with that train to be unavailable also. In this case, 3 hours of unavailability 
9 would be reported for the associated train in each of the four systems.  

10 
11 If a support system is dedicated to a system and is normally in standby status, it should be 
12 included as part of the monitored system scope. In those cases, fault exposure unavailable hours 
13 caused by a failure in the standby support system that results in a loss of a train function should 
14 be reported because of the effect on the monitored system. By contrast, failures of continuously
15 operating support - systems do not contribute to fault exposure unavailable hours in the 
16 monitored systems they support.  
17 
18 Unavailable hours are also reported for the unavailability of support systems that maintain 
19 required environmental conditions in rooms in which monitored safety system components are 
20 located, if the absence of those conditions is determined to have rendered a train unavailable for 
21 service at a time it was required to be available.  
22 
23 In some instances, unavailability of a monitored system that is caused by unavailability of a 
24 support system used for cooling need not be reported if cooling water from another source can be 
25 substituted. Limitations on the source of the cooling water are as follows: 
26 
27 for monitored fluid systems with components cooled by a support system, where both the 
28 monitored and the support system pumps are powered by a class lE (i.e., safety grade or an 
29 equivalent) electric power source, cooling water supplied by a pump powered by a normal 
30 (non class 1E--i.e., non-safety grade) electric power source may be substituted for cooling 
31 water supplied by a class 1E electric power source, provided that redundancy requirements to 
32 accommodate single failure criteria for electric power and cooling water are met.  
33 Specifically, unavailable hours must be reported when both trains of a monitored system are 
34 being cooled by water provided by a single cooling water pump or by cooling water pumps 
35 powered by a single class lE power (safety grade) source.  
36 
37 for emergency generators, cooling water provided by a pump powered by another class IE 
38 (safety' grade) power source can be substituted, provided a pump is available that will 
39 maintain electrical redundancy requirements such that a single failure cannot cause a loss of 
40 both emergency generators.  
41 
42 Emergency AC power is not considered to be a support system. Unavailability of a train because 
43 of loss of AC power is counted when both the normal AC power supply and the emergency AC 
44 power supply are not available.  
45 
46 1Fr-eoiuntbk Asked Ouestions
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Response 
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reSPOnsc for- the testing, conffif-ffati
1 
2

ID Question
4-I-4 NEI 99 02, sectioni 22.2. Undelr "Systcns Required to be in Sere-.ice at All Times", states, with fudel 

still in the r-eactor- ve-ssel. when decay heat is soe1ev: that Aforced fey:- for coolinig pui~oees, e, en 
an ntenitentbasis, is no longer required (ambienit losses arc enoaugh to a ffs'et the decay heat 

load), component planned or- plnned .... ilab .. ah e not reponable.  
AEccording, to ourl Tech Spec-s Bases 3.9.7, 'tt eac-tor coolant temnper-amraes 150W1. naur-al 
circoulation eione is adequiate to pro; -ide thie r-equtired deco; hieat rcmo,. a! capability ýAhl 
maintaining adequate mnargini to the reactor- coolant temperature (2132"F-) at w'hich a mode, chunge 

owever.. siafing temper-atur-e the parenthetical clpificatim 
t Permdd. a ..... ally mea.nig ,ess. The Tech Sp ec bases pro;, ide that sto..ing renip era-.. r.. e. i.e.. le 
t-han 150 Beeflln from~ ý'' initial temper-ature -- 150Th r ýeactor- coolant temper-amrie may 
i i;icrease but only to some equih. bfium. (w.hiehx A ill be less than 212.)... '.... eguilib.un 

ambint osse wil ofsetdecay' heat load.  
Ther'ef4or. planning.. a common SC. suc.tion wind,. " ouata (o l loss o RIR) •he ab.  

heatlos's ereenogh to offs;et decayý heat (reactor loaded, fuel pool gates open.fulpocci 
in serjee to heep temp•ef below 1 •70F) has been a pas!t pr.actice 
is this what is meant by the par.enthetical conditio. ambient losses are enoIhell tooff•set the deca 

heatr lead? 
Response 
No. if' 6he s;pent fuel pool eooline sys!temn i. reqtiired to maqintain r-eactor: coolan;te Rcper-atruret Ic..  
than 10 de-gr"-e F then aiibient losses arc not suffieient to offset the deccv heat load. Therefor 
uniavailable hours, for- the RHR sytmwould be cothitec.

444 NEI doeeuf en.t O0 '9 r.n '•ei•-f, rtei' iltorino PWR RPR 5' niemqs for- thie follevsing

the ability of' the R!IIR svystem to tM~e a suteni) onfro the containiment sunip. cool thie fluid, 
and( ul-ecr at 10W. pressure into the RCS. and 

the abiliPe of the RHRP system to r-emove decay heat from the r-eactor- during a nora 
shurdv.n or rfuelig ormaintenanc...  

On Millstonie Unit 31, there is a separate Ssytem that performfs each of the funcetions. The shutdowni 
coolinig dleco> heat remox a! fuanction is. mon~itred by, RI 1S and post accident r-ecireulation function 
is moinitor-ed bN- RSS. For M illstone nit 3rmvnRIS(wibis requir-ed fogr function 2)4, 
du4rine Modea 1 RC dosot afetthe ability to m~eet the post accident recirculation functioni and 

threbr does nofesult in an:. un;axa4ilabhiity foqr post accidenit reeir-culauioni (4function 1) NE! P99 
02sae ta h equiried hours fo esda hear r-emovqal k- estimated bx- nrnnfber: of hourfs in the 

repofi noi period sinee the r-esiduial hieat removal syvstem is .requiired to be available at all t ims 
Pleasie clfrif' the mod)Ee r~equir-ements for the r.-E a eparate fianctions and specpifficall~y ald-dress the 
followving question. 6s the sy;tm dieh proevides the Aiutdawnr cooling function (fmietion 2) 
requir-ed to be moAnitor-ed for- unvilbli;i all modes evenifreo'on it has no impact onR the 
post accidenlt ieCcircul-ation ncin 
Response 
Repoffingofunavailabilitv hours- for; mu-lti system4 should be counted only, durinig the time the 

aN~icular affeclted funct~ion is requir-ed by- technical specifications.  
The PA-o systemns are added together: to derive the total horn-s of RHR unavailability to be repoiicd.  
Over-lap times. AC; wheboth functions sstm are r-equir-ed can4 be adjusted_ to elim:inate double1 
coauntinig the samne incidenit.
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I Data Example

2 
3

I A I B I C E IF I G I H I I I J I K I L I M I N 0 P 0 R
21 lablity ((SUI. AC Emeruency Power.'UNIT ONE

3 Train 1 A 20/95 30/95 4Q/95 10/96 20/96 30/96 40196 10/97 20/97 30197 40/97 10/98 20198 30/98 40/98 Prev. Qrtr 
4 Planned Unavailable Hours 5 0 5 0 128 0 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0 0 10 5 Unplanned Unavailable Hours 0 0 0 48 0 5 0 0 36 0 12 0 0 24 0 48 

6 Fault Exposure Unavailable 0 0 5 32 0 504 0 0 336 0 36 0 0 24 0 128 
7 Hours Unavailable (quarter) 51 0 10 80 128 509 0 0 372 0 176 U 0 48 0 186 
8 Total Hours Unavailable 1280 1275 1323 1313 1419 
9 Hours Train Required for Service 21601 21841 2208 2208 2160 2184 2208 2208 2160 2184 1104 2208 2160 2184 2208 2208 

10 Total Hrs Train Req'd for Service 1 25176 25176 25176 25176 25176 
11 Train Unavailability 1 0.050842 0.050643 0.05255 0052153 0.056363 
12 
13 

14 Train S (Swing EDG) 20/95 30195 40195 10196 20/96 30/96 40/96 10197 20/97 30/97 40/97 10/98 20/98 30/98 40/98 Prev. Qrtr 
15 Planned Unavailable Hours 0 16 6 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 128 0 4 0 4 0 
16 Unplanned Unavailable Hours 11 0 0 0 56 11 0 1 0 0 12 0 0 1 0 0 
17 Fault Exposure Unavailable 0 60 0 0 0 70 148 0 65 0 131 3 0 0 19 0 
18 Hours Unavailable (quarter) 11 76 6 0 56 81 152 1 65 0 271 3 4 1 23 0 
19 Total Hours Unavailable 722 715 640 657 657 
20 Hours Train Required for Service 21601 21841 2208 2208 2160 2184 2208 2208 2160 2184 1104 2208 2160 2184 2208 2208 
21 Total Hrs Train Req'd for Service_ ! 25176 25176 25176 25176 25176 
22 Train Unavailability 1 0.028678 0.0284 0.025421 0.026091 0,026096 
23 

24 
25 For EDG system, two unit, one dedlcated, one swing EDG 
26 Quarter I10198 20/98 30/98 I 409/8 Prev. Qrtr 
27 S s 4,0% 4.0% 3.9%] 3.9% 4.1%

28I
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B I C I D E F I G H I J K L M 
29 

30 
31 
32 EDG SSU, UNIT ONE 
33 
34 2Q/98 30/98 Quarter 4Q/98 Prey. Qrtr 
35 0.0% , 
36 
37 TFEE 
38 1.0%--------- --

39 
40 2.0%-
41 _, 
42 3.0%-

43 
44 
45 4.0% -- WHITE 
46 
47 5.0% 
48 
49 
50 Sytm6.0% 5 System Unavailability 

53 
54 SI ~8.0%

57 9.0% 

58 
59 10.0% 
60 
61 
62- ' 11.0% EDIII 
63 
64 12.0% 65 ____________________________ 

66 
67 
68 
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1 ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE FOR SPECIFIC SYSTEMS

2 Emergency AC Power Systems 

3 Definition and Scope 

4 This section provides additional guidance for reporting performance of the emergency AC power 
5 system. The emergency AC power system is typically comprised of two or more independent 
6 emergency generators that provide AC power to class 1 E buses following a loss of off-site 
7 power. The emergency generator dedicated to providing AC power to the high pressure core 
8 spray system in BWRs is also within the scope of emergency AC power.  
9 

10 The function monitored for the indicator is: 
11 
12 9 The ability of the emergency generators to provide AC power to the class lE buses upon a 
13 loss of off-site power.  
14 
15 Most emergency generator trains include dedicated subsystems such as air start, lube oil. fuel oil, 
16 cooling water, etc. Support systems can include service water, DC power, and room cooling.  
17 Generally, unavailable hours are counted if a failure or unavailability of a dedicated subsystem or 
18 a support subsystem prevents the emergency generator from performing its function. Some 
19 examples are discussed in the clarifying notes for this attachment.  
20 
21 The electrical circuit breaker(s) that connect(s) an emergency generator to the class 1E buses that 
22 are normally served by that emergency generator are considered to be part of the emergency 
23 generator train.  
24 
25 Emergency generators that are not safety grade, or that serve a backup role only (e.g., an alternate 
26 AC power source), are not required to be included in the performance reporting.  
27 
28 Train Determination 

29 The system unavailability is calculated on a per unit basis using the train unavailability value for 
30 each emergency diesel generator (EDG) that provides emergency AC power to that unit. The 
31 number of emergency AC power system trains for a unit is equal to the number of class I E 
32 emergency generators that are available to power safe-shutdown loads in the event of a loss of 
33 off-site power for that unit. There are three typical configurations for EDGs at a multi-unit 
34 station: 
35 1. EDGs dedicated to only one unit.  
36 2. One or more EDGs are available to "swing" to either unit 
37 3. All EDGs can supply all units 
38 
39 For config-uration 1, the number of trains for a unit is equal to the number of EDGs dedicated to 
40 the unit. For configuration 2. the number of trains for a unit is equal to the number of dedicated 
41 EDGs for that unit plus the number of "swing" EDGs available to that unit (i.e., The "swing" 
42 EDGs are included in the train count for each unit). For configuration 3. the number of trains is 
43 equal to the number of EDGs.  
44
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1 Clarifying Notes

Emergency diesel generators that are dedicated to the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) in some 
BWRs should be included as a train in the Emergency AC Power calculation.  

When a unit(s) is shutdown, see-emergency AC power trains at--a--imemay be removed from 
service without incurring planned or unplanned unavailable hours under the folio" .. , awing, 

e.edit..nsin accordance with the plant's technical specifications

For a single or m~ulti unit station with all units shut down%, one emer-gency gener-ator (EDO) at a 
"time may be electively r-emoved from. sei•c... e without r-11e-po-ti panned and unplme•d 
unavailable hour-s proaviding, that at lcast one frnctional EDO is available to supply emfer~gency 
leads 

For a maulti unit station with onc unit shut down and all other uani ts operating, one EDO at a tiffe 
may be electively remo.ved from seice without r-epoting planned and unplann.ed u 1navailable

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41

0

nnrnnntcflark

oeiated prinman-ly with a unit that is shut down.

r-emoval of the EDO from service has little effect on the safet of the oper~atingg units (i.e..
requir-ed em..er.gency loads for eah oper.at.. ing unit can be met, even when accounting f 
single failure of an operable ED,). and there is still an operable em.ergency genemtor 
available to the shutdown% unit-.

4- th-e

Fault exposure unavailable hours are not counted for failures of an EDG to start or load-run if the 
failure can be definitely attributed to reasons listed in the General Clarifying Notes for Safety 
System Unavailability, or to any of the following: 

"* spurious operation of a trip that would be bypassed in the loss of offsite power emergency 
operating mode (e.g., high cooling water temperature trip that erroneously tripped an EDG 
although cooling water temperature was normal).  

"* malfunction of equipment that is not required to operate during the loss of offsite power 
emergency operating mode (e.g., circuitry used to synchronize the EDG with off-site power 
sources, but not required when off-site power is lost) 

"* a failure to start because a redundant portion of the starting system was intentionally disabled 
for test purposes, if followed by a successful start with the starting system in its normal 
alignment

51
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I When determining fault exposure unavailable hours for a failure of an EDG to load-run 
2 following a successful start, the last successful operation or test is the previous successful load
3 run (not just a successful start). To be considered a successful load-run operation or test, an EDG 
4 load-run attempt must have followed a successful start and satisfied one of the following criteria: 
5 
6 e a load-run of any duration that resulted from a real (e.g., not a test) manual or automatic start 
7 signal 
8 
9 e a load-run test that successfully satisfied the plant's load and duration test specifications 

10 
11 other operation (e.g., special tests) in which the emergency generator was run for at least one 
12 hour with at least 50 percent of design load.  
13 
14 When an EDG fails to satisfy the 12/18/24-month 24-hour duration surveillance test, the faulted 
15 hours are computed based on the last known satisfactory load test of the diesel generator as 
16 defined in the three bullets above. For example, if the EDG is shut down during a surveillance 
17 test because of a failure that would prevent the EDG from satisfying the surveillance criteria, the 
18 fault exposure unavailable hours would be computed based upon the time of the last surveillance 
19 test that would have exposed the discovered fault.  
20 , t, Le , 
21 The emergency diesel generators areot considered to be available during the following portions 

22 of periodic surveillance tests b-e the requirement that recovery be virtually certain during 
23 accident conditions .s not et: CA-, 54ý-i. e .,A 
24 
25 e Load-run testing (unless the tezt Gonfi.ati4 n is automaticaM) ov-ridden by a \dlid stating 

26 
27 * Fire Protection "puff' testing 
28 * $arring (',J .L " • ' t " t ~ -- tp[i, e "-• 
29
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1 BWR High Pressure Injection Systems 

2 (High Pressure Coolant Injection, High Pressure Core Spray, and Feedwater Coolant 
3 Injection) 
4 
5 Definition and Scope 

6 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of three BWR systems 
7 used primarily for maintaining reactor coolant inventory at high pressures: the high pressure 
8 coolant injection (HPCI), high pressure core spray (HPCS), and feedwater coolant injection 
9 (FWCI) systems. Plants should monitor either the HPCI, HPCS, or FWCI system, depending on 

10 which is installed. These systems function at high pressure to maintain reactor coolant inventory 
11 and to remove decay heat following a small-break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) event or a 
12 loss of main feedwater event.  
13 
14 The function monitored for the indicator is: 
15 
16 * The ability of the monitored system to take suction fromn: the c--nde-sate s;torage tank or 
17 from the suppression pool and inject at rated pressure and flow into the reactor vessel.  
18 
19 This capability is monitored for the injection and recirculation phases of the high pressure system 
20 response to an accident condition.  
21 
22 Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 show generic schematics for the HPCI, HPCS, and FWCI systems, 
23 respectively. These schematics indicate the components for which train unavailable hours 
24 normally are monitored. Plant-specific design differences may require other components to be 
25 included.  
26 
27 Train Determination 

28 The HPCI system is considered a single-train system. The booster pump and other small pumps 
29 shown in Figure 2.1 are ancillary components not used in determining the number of trains. The 
30 effect of these pumps on HPCI performance is included in the system unavailability indicator to 
31 the extent their failure detracts from the ability of the system to perform its monitored function.  
32 The HPCI turbine, governor, and associated valves and piping for steam supply and exhaust are 
33 in the scope of the HPCI system. Valves in the feedwater line are not considered within the scope 
34 of the HPCI system.  
35 
36 The HPCS system is also considered a single-train system. Unavailability is monitored for the 
37 components shown in Figure 2.2. The HPCS diesel generator is considered to be part of the 
38 emergency AC power system.  
39 
40 For the feedwater injection system, the number of trains is determined by the number of main 
41 feedwater pumps that can be used at one time in this operating mode (typically one). Figure 2.3 
42 illustrates a typical FWCI system.  
43
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1 Clarifying Notes 

2 The HPCS system typically includes a "water leg" pump to prevent water hammer in the HPCS 
3 piping to the reactor vessel. The "water leg" pump and valves in the "water leg" pump flow path 
4 are ancillary components and are not directly included in the scope of the HPCS system for the 
5 performance indicator.  
6 
7 For the feedwater coolant injection system, condensate and feedwater booster pumps are not used 
8 to determine the number of trains.
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1 BWR Heat Removal Systems

(Reactor Core Isolation Cooling) 

Definition and Scope

This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of a BWR system that is 
used primarily for decay heat removal at high pressure: reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) 
system. This system functions at high pressure to remove decay heat following a loss of main 
feedwater event. The RCIC system also functions to maintain reactor coolant inventory following 
a very small LOCA event. , I,

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29

* the ability of the RCIC system to cool the reactor vessel core and provide makeup 
water by taking a suction from either the conclengate ste-:agc tani. o: the suppression 
pool and injecting at rated pressure and flow into the reactor vessel 

Figures 3.1 shows a generic schematic for the RCIC system. This schematic indicates the 
components for which train unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design differences may 
require other components to be included.  

Train Determination 

The RCIC system is considered a single-train system. The condensate and vacuum pumps shown 
in Figure 3.1 are ancillary components not used in determining the number of trains. The effect 
of these pumps on RCIC performance is included in the system unavailability indicator to the 
extent that a component failure results in an inability of the system to perform its monitored 
function. The RCIC turbine, governor, and associated valves and piping for steam supply and 
exhaust are in the scope of the RCIC system. Valves in the feedwater line are not considered 
within the scope of the RCIC system.
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1 BWR Residual Heat Removal Systems

2 Definition and Scope 

3 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of the BWR residual 
4 heat removal (RHR) system for the suppression pool cooling and shutdown cooling modes. The 
5 attachment also includes guidance for reporting performance of other systems used to remove 
6 heat to outside containment under low pressure conditions at early BWRs where two separate 
7 systems provide these functions with unique designs. The suppression pool cooling function is 
8 used whenever the suppression pool (or torus) water temperature exceeds or is expected to 
9 exceed a high-temperature setpoint (for example, following most relief valve openings or during 

10 some post-accident recoveries). The shutdown cooling function is used following any transient 
11 requiring normal long-term heat removal from the reactor vessel.  
12 
13 The functions monitored for the indicator are: 
14 
15 0 the ability of the RHR system to remove heat from the suppression pool so that pool 
16 temperatures do not exceed plant design limits, and 

17 
18 0 the ability of the RHR system to remove decay heat from the reactor core during a 
19 normal unit shutdown (e.g., for refueling or for servicing).  
20 
21 Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show generic schematics with the RHR system in the suppression pool 
22 cooling and shutdown cooling modes, respectively. Two variations of basic RHR system design 
23 are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. These are included to illustrate reporting for systems with 
24 redundant and series components, respectively. The figures indicate the components for which 
25 train unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design differences may require other components 
26 to be included.  
27 
28 Train Determination 

29 The number of trains in the RHR system is determined by the number of parallel RHR heat 
30 exchangers capable of performing suppression pool cooling or shutdown cooling. The following 
31 discussion demonstrates train determination for various generic system designs.  
32 
33 Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate a common RHR system that incorporates four pumps and two heat 
34 exchangers arranged so that each heat exchanger can be supplied by one of two pumps. This is a 
35 two-train RHR system.  
36 
37 Some trains have two heat exchangers in series, as shown in Figure 4.3. The system depicted in 
38 Figure 4.3 is also a two-train RHR system.  
39 
40 Figure 4.4 shows an arrangement with four parallel sets of a pump and a heat exchanger 
41 combination. This system is a four-train RHR system.  
42 
43
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1 Other Systems: For some early BWRs, separate systems are used to remove heat to outside the 
2 containment under low pressure conditions. Depending on the particular design, one or more of 
3 the following systems may be used: shutdown cooling, containment spray, or RHR (torus cooling 
4 function). For example, a unit using a shutdown cooling system (with three heat exchangers)and 
5 a containment spray system (with two heat exchangers) would monitor each system separately for 
6 the safety system unavailability indicators. All components required for each safety system to 
7 perform its heat removal function should be included in the scope. The number of trains is 
8 determined by the number of heat exchangers in the systems that perform the heat removal 
9 function under low pressure conditions (five trains in this example).  

10 
11 Clarifying Notes 

12 The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI), steam cooling, and containment spray modes of RHR 
13 operation are not monitored.  
14 
15 Some components are used to provide more than one function of RHR. If a component cannot 
16 perform as designed, rendering its associated train incapable of meeting one or both of the 
17 monitored functions, then the train is considered to be failed. Unavailable hours (if the train was 
18 required to be available for service) would be reported as a result of the component failure.  
19 
20
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Figure 4.4 - 4 Train BWR RHR System
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1 PWR High Pressure Safety Injection Systems

2 Definition and Scope 

3 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of PWR high pressure 
4 safety injection (HPSI) systems. These systems are used primarily to maintain reactor coolant 
5 inventory at high pressures following a loss of reactor coolant. HPSI system operation following 
6 a small-break LOCA involves transferring an initial supply of water from the refueling water 
7 storage tank (RWST) to cold leg piping of the reactor coolant system. Once the RWST inventory 
8 is depleted, recirculation of water from the reactor building emergency sump is required.  
9 Components in the flow paths from each of these water sources to the reactor coolant system 

10 piping are included in the scope for the HPSI system. (Because the residual heat removal system 
11 has been added to the PWR scope, the isolation valve(s) between the RHR system and the HPSI 
12 pump suction is the boundary of the HPSI system. The RHR pumps used for piggyback operation 
13 are no longer in HPSI scope.) 
14 
15 There are design differences among HPSI systems that affect the scope of the components to be 
16 included for the HPSI system function. For the purpose of the safety system unavailability 
17 indicator, and where applicable, the HPSI system includes high head pumps (centrifugal charging 
18 pumps/high head safety injection pumps) which discharge at pressures of 2,200-2,500 psig and 
19 intermediate head pumps (intermediate head safety injection pumps) which discharge at 
20 pressures of 1200-1700 psig, along with associated components in the suction and discharge 
21 piping to the reactor coolant system cold-legs or hot-legs.  
22 
23 The function monitored for HPSI is: 
24 
25 , the ability of a HPSI train to take a suction from the primary water source (typically, a 
26 borated water tank), or from the containment emergency sump, and inject into the 
27 reactor coolant system at rated flow and pressure.  
28 
29 The charging and seal injection functions provided by centrifugal charging pumps in some 
30 system designs are not included within the scope of the safety system unavailability indicator 
31 reports.  
32 
33 Figures 5.1 through 5.4 show some typical HPSI system configurations for which train functions 
34 are monitored. The figures contain variations that are somewhat reactor vendor specific. They 
35 also indicate the components for which train unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design 
36 differences may require other components to be included.  
37 
38 Train Determination 

39 In general, the number of HPSI system trains is defined by the number of high head injection 
40 paths that provide cold-leg and/or hot-leg injection capability, as applicable. This is necessary to 
41 fully account for system redundancy.  
42 
43
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1 Figure 5.1 illustrates a typical HPSI system for Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) reactors. The design 
2 features centrifugal pumps used for high pressure injection (about 2,500 psig) and no hot-leg 
3 injection path. Recirculation from the containment sump requires operation of pumps in the 
4 residual heat removal system. The system in Figure 5.1 is a two-train system, with an installed 
5 spare pump (depending on plant-specific design) that can be aligned to either train.  
6 
7 HPSI systems in some older, two-loop Westinghouse plants may be similar to the system 
8 represented in Figure 5.1, except that the pumps operate at a lower pressure (about 1600 psig) 
9 and there may be a hot-leg injection path in addition to a cold-leg injection path (both are 

10 included as a part of the train).  
11 
12 Figure 5.2 is typical of HPSI designs in Combustion Engineering (CE) plants. The design 
13 features three centrifugal pumps that operate at intermediate pressure (about 1300 psig) and 
14 provide flow to two cold-leg injection paths or two hot-leg injection paths. In most designs, the 
15 HPSI pumps take suction directly from the containment sump for recirculation. In these cases, 
16 the sump suction valves are included within the scope of the HPSI system. This is a two-train 
17 system (two trains of combined cold-leg and hot-leg injection capability). One of the three pumps 
18 is typically an installed spare that can be aligned to either train or only to one of the trains 
19 (depending on plant-specific design).  
20 
21 A HPSI system typical of those installed in Westinghouse three-loop plants is shown in Figure 
22 5.3. This design features three centrifugal pumps that operate at high pressure (about 2500 psig), 
23 a cold-leg injection path through the BIT (with two trains of redundant valves), an alternate cold
24 leg injection path, and two hot-leg injection paths. One of the pumps is considered an installed 
25 spare. Recirculation is provided by taking suction from the RHR pump discharges. A train 
26 consists of a pump, the pump suction valves and boron injection tank (BIT) injection line valves 
27 electrically associated with the pump, and the associated hot-leg injection path. The alternate 
28 cold-leg injection path is required for recirculation, and should be included in the train with 
29 which its isolation valve is electrically associated. Thus, Figure 5.3 represents a two-train HPSI 
30 system.  
31 
32 Four-loop Westinghouse plants may be represented by Figure 5.4. This design features two 
33 centrifugal pumps that operate at high pressure (about 2500 psig), two centrifugal pumps that 
34 operate at an intermediate pressure (about 1600 psig), a BIT injection path (with two trains of 
35 injection valves), a cold-leg safety injection path, and two hot-leg injection paths. Recirculation 
36 is provided by taking suction from the RHR pump discharges. Each of two high pressure trains is 
37 comprised of a high pressure centrifugal pump, the pump suction valves and BIT valves that are 
38 electrically associated with the pump. Each of two intermediate pressure trains is comprised of 
39 the safety injection pump, the suction valves and the hot-leg injection valves electrically 
40 associated with the pump. The cold-leg safety injection path can be fed with either safety 
41 injection pump, thus it should be associated with both intermediate pressure trains. The HPSI 
42 system represented in Figure 5.4 is considered a four-train system for monitoring purposes.  
43 
44
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1 Clarifying! Notes 

2 Many plants have charging pumps (typically, positive displacement charging pumps) that are not 
3 safety-related, provide a small volume of flow, and do not automatically start on a safety 
4 injection signal. These pumps should not be included within the scope of HPSI system for this 
5 indicator.  
6 
7 Some HPSI components may be included in the scope of more than one train. For example, cold
8 leg injection lines may be fed from a common header that is supplied by both HPSI trains. In 
9 these cases, the effects of testing or component failures in an injection line should be reported in 

10 both trains.  
11 
12 At many plants, recirculation of water from the reactor building sump requires that the high 
13 pressure injection pump take suction via the low pressure injection/residual heat removal pumps.  
14 For these plants, the low pressure injection/residual heat removal pumps discharge header 
15 isolation valve to the HPSI pump suction is included in the scope of HPSI system.  
16 
17
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1 PWR Auxiliary Feedwater Systems 

2 Definition and Scope 

3 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of PWR auxiliary 
4 feedwater (AFW) or emergency feedwater (EFW) systems. The AFW system provides decay heat 
5 removal via the steam generators to cool down and depressurize the reactor coolant system 
6 following a reactor trip. The AFW system is assumed to be required for an extended period of 
7 operation during which the initial supply of water from the condensate storage tank is depleted 
8 and water from an alternative water source (e.g., the service water system) is required. Therefore 
9 components in the flow paths from both of these water sources are included; however, the 

10 alternative water source (e.g., service water system) is not included.  
11 
12 The function monitored for the indicator is: 
13 
14 0 the ability of the AFW system to take a suction from the primary water source 
15 (typically, the condensate storage tank) or from an emergency source (typically, a lake 
16 or river via the service water system) and inject into at least one steam generator at 
17 rated flow and pressure.  
18 
19 Some plants have a startup feedwater pump that requires a manual actuation. Startup feedwater 
20 pumps are not included in the scope of the AFW system for this indicator.  
21 
22 Figures 6.1 through 6.3 show some typical AFW system configurations, indicating the 
23 components for which train unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design differences may 
24 require other components to be included.  
25 
26 Train Determination 

27 The number of trains is determined primarily by the number of parallel pumps in the AFW 
28 system, not by the number of injection lines. For example, a system with three AFW pumps is 
29 defined as three-train system, whether it feeds two, three, or four injection lines, and regardless 
30 of the flow capacity of the pumps.  
31 
32 Figure 6.1 illustrates a three-pump, two-steam generator plant that features redundant flow paths 
33 to the steam generators. This system is a three-train system. (If the system had only one motor
34 driven pump, it would be a two-train system.) The turbine-driven pump train does not share 
35 motor-operated isolation valves with the motor-driven pump trains in this design.  
36 
37 Another three-pump, two-steam generator design is shown in Figure 6.2. This is also a three-train 
38 system; however, in this design, the isolation and regulating valves in the motor-driven pump 
39 trains are also included in the turbine-driven pump train.  
40 
41 A three-pump, four-steam generator design is shown in Figure 6.3. In this design, either motor
42 driven pump can supply each steam generator through a common header. The turbine-driven 
43 pump can supply each steam generator through a separate header. The turbine-driven and motor
44
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I driven pump trains do not share the air-operated regulating valves in this design. This is a three 
2 train system. Three-steam generator designs may be arranged similar to Figure 6.3.  
3 
4 Clarifving Notes 

5 Some AFW components, may be included in the scope of more than one train. For example, one 
6 set of flow regulating valves and isolation valves in a three-pump, two-steam generator system 
7 (as in Figure 6.2) are included in the motor-driven pump train with which they are electrically 
8 associated, but they are also included (along with the redundant set of valves) in the turbine
9 driven pump train. In these instances, the effects of testing or failure of the valves should be 

10 reported in both affected trains.  
11 
12 Similarly, when two trains provide flow to a common header, such as in Figure 6.3, the effect of 
13 isolation or flow regulating valve failures in paths connected to the header should be considered 
14 in both trains.  
15
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I PWR Residual Heat Removal System

2 Definition and Scope 

3 This section provides additional guidance for reporting the performance of the PWR residual heat 
4 removal (RHR) system for post-accident recirculation and shutdown cooling modes of operation.  
5 In the event of a loss of reactor coolant inventory, the post-accident recirculation mode is used to 
6 cool and recirculate water from the containment sump following depletion of RWST inventory.  
7 The shutdown cooling function is used to remove decay heat from the primary system following 
8 any transient requiring normal long-term heat removal from the reactor vessel.  
9 

10 The functions monitored for this indicator are: 
11 * the ability of the RHR system to take a suction from the containment sump, cool the fluid, 
12 and inject at low pressure into the RCS, and 
13 
14 e the ability of the RHR system to remove decay heat from the reactor during a normal unit 
15 shutdown for refueling or maintenance.  
16 
17 Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show generic schematics with the RHR system in the recirculation and 
18 shutdown cooling modes, respectively. The figures indicate the components for which train 
19 unavailability is monitored. Plant-specific design differences may require other components to 
20 be included.  
21 
22 Train Determination 

23 The number of trains in the RHR system is determined by the number of parallel RHR heat 
24 exchangers capable of performing post-accident heat removal or shutdown cooling. The 
25 following discussion demonstrates train determination for various generic system designs.  
26 
27 Figure 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate a common RHR system (for post-accident recirculation and 
28 shutdown cooling modes) which incorporates two pumps and two heat exchangers arranged so 
29 that each heat exchanger can be supplied by one pump. This is a two-train RHR system.  
30 
31 Clarifying Notes 

32 Some components are used to provide more than one function of RHR. If a component cannot 
33 perform as designed, rendering its associated train incapable of meeting one or both of the 
34 monitored functions, then the train is considered to be failed. Unavailable hours (if the train was 
35 required to be available for service) would be reported as a result of the component failure.
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1 SAFETY SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL FAILURES 

2 Purpose 

3 This indicator monitors events or conditions that prevented, or could have prevented, the 
4 fulfillment of the safety function of structures or systems that are needed to: 

5 
6 (a) Shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; 
7 (b) Remove residual heat; 
8 (c) Control the release of radioactive material; or 
9 (d) Mitigate the consequences of an accident.  

10 
11 Indicator Definition 

12 The number of events or conditions that 0 Prevented, or could have prevented, the fulfillment 
13 of the safety function of structures or systems in the previous four quarters.  
14 
15 Data Reporting Elements 

16 The following data is reported for each reactor unit: 
17 

18 * the number of safety system functional failures during the previous quarter 

19 
20 Calculation 

21 unit value = number of safety system functional failures in previous four quarters 

22 
23 Definition of Terms 

24 Safety System Function Failure (SSFF) is any event or condition that could have prevented 
25 the fulfillment of the safety function of structures or systems that are needed to: 
26 
27 (A) Shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, 

28 (B) Remove residual heat; 
29 (C) Control the release of radioactive material; or 
30 (D) Mitigate the consequences of an accident.  
31 

32 The indicator includes a wide variety of events or conditions, ranging from actual failures on 
33 demand to potential failures attributable to various causes, including environmental qualification, 

34 seismic qualification, human error, design or installation errors, etc. Many SSFFs do not involve 
35 actual failures of equipment.  
36 
37 Because the contribution to risk of the structures and systems included in the SSFF varies 
38 considerably, and because potential as well as actual failures are included, it is not possible to 

39 assign a risk-significance to this indicator. It is intended to be used as a possible precursor to 
40 more important equipment problems, until an indicator of safety system performance more 
41 directly related to risk can be developed.
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1 Clarifying Notes 

2 The definition of SSFFs is identical to the wording of the current revision to 10 CFR 
3 50.73(a)(2)(v). Because of overlap among various reporting requirements in 10 CFR 50.73, 
4 some events or conditions that result in safety system functional failures may be properly 
5 reported in accordance with other paragraphs of 10 CFR 50.73, particularly paragraphs (a)(2)(i), 
6 (a)(2)(ii), and (a)(2)(vii). An event or condition that meets the requirements for reporting under 
7 another paragraph of 10 CFR 50.73 should be evaluated to determine if it also prevented the 
8 fulfillment of a safety function. Should this be the case, the requirements of paragraph (a)(2)(v) 
9 are also met and the event or condition should be included in the quarterly performance indicator 

10 report as an SSFF. The level of judgement for reporting an event or condition under paragraph 
11 (a)(2)(v) as an SSFF is a reasonable expectation of preventing the fulfillment of a safety function.  
12 
13 In the past, LERs may not have explicitly identified whether an event or condition was reportable 
14 under 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v) (i.e., all pertinent boxes may not have been checked). It is 
15 important to ensure that the applicability of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v) has been explicitly considered 
16 for each LER considered for this performance indicator.  
17 
18 NUREG-1022: Unless otherwise specified in this guideline, guidance contained in the latest 
19 revision to NUREG-1022, "Event Reporting Guidelines, 1OCFR 50.72 and 50.73," that is 
20 applicable to reporting under 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v), should be used to assess reportability for 
21 this performance indicator.  
22 
23 Planned Evolution for maintenance or surveillance testing: NUREG- 1022, Revision 4- 2, page 56 
24 20 states, "The following types of events or conditions generally are not reportable under these 
25 criteria:...Removal of a system or part of a system from service as part of a planned evolution for 
26 maintenance or surveillance testing..." 
27 
28 The word "planned" is defined as follows: 
29 
30 "Planned" means the activity is undertaken voluntarily, at the licensee's discretion, and is 
31 not required to restore operability or for continued plant operation.  
32 
33 A single event or condition that affects several systems: counts as only one failure.  
34 
35 Multiple occurrences of a system failure: the number of failures to be counted depends upon 
36 whether the system was declared operable between occurrences. If the licensee knew that the 
37 problem existed, tried to correct it, and considered the system to be operable, but the system was 
38 subsequently found to have been inoperable the entire time, multiple failures will be counted 
39 whether or not they are reported in the same LER. But if the licensee knew that a potential 
40 problem existed and declared the system inoperable, subsequent failures of the system for the 
41 same problem would not be counted as long as the system was not declared operable in the 
42 interim. Similarly, in situations where the licensee did not realize that a problem existed (and 
43 thus could not have intentionally declared the system inoperable or corrected the problem), only 
44 one failure is counted.  
45 
46 Additional failures.: a failure leading to an evaluation in which additional failures are found is 
47 only counted as one failure; new problems found during the evaluation are not counted, even if
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the causes or failure modes are different. The intent is to not count additional events when 
problems are discovered while resolving the original problem.  

Enzineering analhses: events in which the licensee declared a system inoperable but an 
engineering analysis later determined that the system was capable of performing its safety 
function are not counted, even if the system was removed from service to perform the analysis.  

Reporting date: the date of the SSFF is the Report Date of the LER.
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Data Examples 

Safety System Functional Failures

Quarter 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
SSFF in the previous qtr 1 3 2 1 1 2 0 1 

2Q/98 3Q198 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
Indicator: Number of SSFs over 4 Qtrs 7 6 4 4

Threshold for PWRs 
Green •5 
White >5 
Yellow N/A 
Red N/A

Safety System Functional Failures

2Q/ 

0 
1 
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4 
Indicator, 
# SSFFs 

6 
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98 3Q/98 Quarter 4Q/98
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3
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1 2.3 BARRIER INTEGRITY CORNERSTONE 

2 The purpose of this cornerstone is to provide reasonable assurance that the physical design 
3 barriers (fuel cladding, reactor coolant system, and containment) protect the public from 
4 radionuclide releases caused by accidents or events. These barriers are an important element in 
5 meeting the NRC mission of assuring adequate protection of public health and safety. The 
6 performance indicators assist in monitoring the functionality of the fuel cladding and the reactor 
7 coolant system. There is currently no performance indicator for the containment barrier. The 
8 performance of this barrier is assured through the inspection program.  
9 

10 There are two performance indicators for this cornerstone: 
11 
12 - Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Specific Activity 
13 e RCS Identified Leak Rate 
14 
15 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) SPECIFIC ACTRIIV1 

16 Purpose 

17 This indicator monitors the integrity of the fuel cladding, the first of the three barriers to prevent 
18 the release of fission products. It measures the radioactivity in the RCS as an indication of 
19 functionality of the cladding.  
20 
21 Indicator Definition 

22 The maximum monthly RCS activity in micro-Curies per gram (jiCiigmr) dose equivalent Iodine
23 131 per the technical specifications, and expressed as a percentage of the technical specification 
24 limit. Those plants whose technical specifications are based on micro-curies per gram (ýICigrm 
25 total Iodine should use that measurement.  
26 
27 Data Reporting Elements 

28 The following data are reported for each reactor unit: 
29 
30 * maximum calculated RCS activity for each unit, in micro-Curies per gram dose 
31 equivalent Iodine- 131, as required by technical specifications at steady state power, 
32 for each month during the previous quarter (three values are reported).  
33 
34 * Technical Specification limit 
35
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The indicator is calculated as follows:

unit value =
the maximum monthly value of calculated activity 

x 100 Technical Specification limit
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1 Calculation

2 
3 

4

Definitions of Terms 

(Blank) 

Clarifyin2 Notes 

This indicator is recorded monthly and reported quarterly.  

The indicator is calculated using the same methodology, assumptions and conditions as for the 
Technical Specification calculation.  

Unless otherwise defined by the licensee, steady state is defined as continuous operation for at 
least three days at a power level that does not vary more than ±5 percent.  

This indicator monitors the steady state integrity of the fuel-cladding barrier at power. Transient 
spikes in RCS Specific Activity following power changes, shutdowns and scrams may not 
provide a reliable indication of cladding integrity and should not be included in the monthly 

maximum for this indicator.  

Samples taken using technical specification methodology when shutdown are not reported.  
However, samples taken using the technical specification methodology at steady state power 
more frequently than required are to be reported.  

If in the entire month, plant conditions do not require RCS activity to be calculated, the quarterly 
report is noted as N/A for that month. (A value of N/A is reported).  

Licensees should use the most restrictive regulatory limit (e.g., technical specifications (TS) or 
license condition). However, if the most restrictive regulatory limit is insufficient to assure plant 
safety, then NRC Administrative Letter 98-10 applies, which states that imposition of 
administrative controls is an acceptable short-term corrective action. When an administrative 
control is in place as temporary measure to ensure that TS limits are met and to ensure public 
health and safety, that administrative limit should be used for this PI.
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Data Examples 

Reactor Coolant System Activity (RCSA)

4/98 5/98 6/98 7/98 8/98 9/98 10/98 11/98 12/98 1/99 2/99 Prey. mth 
Indlcator, % of T.S. Limit 10 20 5 4 0.5 T2 20 50 60 40 30 10 
Max Activity pCl/gm 1-131 Equivale 0.1 0.2 0.05 0.04 0.005 0.02 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.1 
T.S Limit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Thresholds Green 1< 50% T.S. limit

White > 50% T.S limit 
_Yellow 1>100% T.S. limit

Reactor Coolant Activity 

Month Prev.  

4/98 5/98 6/98 7/98 8/98 9/98 10/98 11/98 12/98 1/99 2/99 mRh 
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I REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

2 Purpose 

3 This indicator monitors the integrity of the RCS pressure boundary, the second of the three 
4 barriers to prevent the release of fission products. It measures RCS Identified Leakage as a 
5 percentage of the technical specification allowable Identified Leakage to provide an indication of 
6 RCS integrity.  
7 
8 Indicator Definition 

9 The maximum RCS Identified Leakage in gallons per minute each month per the technical 
10 specifications and expressed as a percentage of the technical specification limit.  
11 
12 Data Reporting Elements 

13 The following data are required to be reported each quarter: 
14 
15 0 The maximum RCS Identified Leakage calculation for each month of the previous 
16 quarter (three values).  
17 0 Technical Specification limit 
18 
19 Calculation 

20 The unit value for this indicator is calculated as follows: 
21 
22 unit value = the maximum monthly value of identified leakage x100 

Technical Specification limiting value 
23 
24 Definition of Terms 

25 RCS Identified Leakage as defined in Technical Specifications.  
26 
27 Clarifvin2 Notes 

28 This indicator is recorded monthly and reported quarterly.  
29 
30 Normal steam generator tube leakage is included in the unit value calculation if required by the 
31 plant's Technical Specification definition of RCS identified leakage.  
32 
33 For those plants that do not have a Technical Specification limit on Identified Leakage, substitute 
34 RCS Total Leakage in the Data Reporting Elements.  
35 C, LS 
36 Aff calculations of RCS leakage that are computed in accordance with the calculational 
37 methodology requirements of the Technical Specifications are counted in this indicator.  
38 
39 If in the entire month, plant conditions do not require RCS leakage to be calculated, the quarterly 
40 1 report is noted as N/A for that month. (A value of N. A is reported).
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I Data Examples

Reactor Coolant System Identified Leakaae (RCSL)
4/98 5/98 6/98 7/98 8/98 9/98 10/98 11/98 12/98 1/99 2/99 Prey. mth 

Indicator %T.S. Value 60 40 10 70 50 60 40 30 30 20 20 20 
Identified Leakage (gpm) 6 4 1 7 5 6 4 3 3 2 2 2 
TS Value (gpm) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Threshold
Green _<50% TS limit 
White >50% TS limit 
Yellow >100%TS limit __IZI 
Data collected monthly, reported quarterly 7 'T . I

Identifed RCS Leakage

Indicator, 

% of T. S. Limit
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1 2.5 OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION SAFETY CORNERSTONE 

2 The objectives of this cornerstone are to: 
3 
4 (1) keep occupational dose to individual workers below the limits specified in 
5 10 CFR Part 20 Subpart C; and 
6 
7 (2) use, to the extent practical, procedures and engineering controls based upon sound 
8 radiation protection principles to achieve occupational doses that are as low as is 
9 reasonably achievable (ALARA) as specified in 10 CFR 20.1101(b).  

10 
11 There is one indicator for this cornerstone: 
12 
13 0 Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness 
14 

15 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS 

16 Purpose 

17 The purpose of this performance indicator is to address the first objective of the occupational 
18 radiation safety cornerstone. The indicator monitors the control of access to and work activities 
19 within radiologically-significant areas of the plant and occurrences involving degradation or 
20 failure of radiation safety barriers that result in readily-identifiable unintended dose.  
21 
22 The indicator includes dose-rate and dose criteria that are risk-informed, in that the indicator 
23 encompasses events that might represent a substantial potential for exposure in excess of 
24 regulatory limits. The performance indicator also is considered "leading" because the indicator: 
25 
26 M encompasses less-significant occurrences that represent precursors to events that might 
27 represent a substantial potential for exposure in excess of regulatory limits, based on industry 
28 experience; and 
29 
30 * employs dose criteria that are set at small fractions of applicable dose limits (e.g., the criteria 
31 are generally at or below the levels at which dose monitoring is required in regulation).  
32 
33 Indicator Definition 

34 The performance indicator for this cornerstone is the sum of the following: 
35 
36 0 Technical specification high radiation area (>1 rem per hour) occurrences 
37 * Very high radiation area occurrences 

38 0 Unintended exposure occurrences 
39 40
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1 Data Reporting Elements

2 The feloewing data listed below are reported for each site. For multiple unit sites, an occurrence 
3 at one unit is reported identically as an input for each unit. However, the occurrence is only 
4 counted once against the site-wide threshold value.  
5 
6 * The number of technical specification high radiation area (>1 rem per hour) 
7 occurrences during the previous quarter 
8 * The number of very high radiation area occurrences during the previous quarter 
9 * The number of unintended exposure occurrences during the previous quarter 

10 
11 Calculation 

12 The indicator is determined by summing the reported number of occurrences for each of the three 
13 data elements during the previous 4 quarters.  
14 
15 Definition of Terms 

16 Technical Specification High Radiation Area (>1 rem per hour) Occurrence - A 
17 nonconformance (or concurrent 5 nonconformances) with technical specifications 6 (or-e e6parabkc 
18 prFE'.-i6 in. in9 lieensee pircccdurcs if the teehnlieal apeeificatien:, do not inelude prox'isions for 
19 high radiation. ,•fea) and or comparable requirements in 10 CFR 207 applicable to technical 
20 specification high radiation areas (>1 rem per hour) that results in the loss of radiological control 
21 over access or work activities within the respective high-radiation area (>1 rem per hour). For 
22 high radiation areas (>1 rem per hour), this PI does not include nonconformance with licensee
23 initiated controls ir that are i ..... : bevond.....  
24 the -iif-technical specifications and the comparable provisions in 10 CFR Part 20. •.''_ ' e y 
25 
26 Technical Specification high radiation areas, commonly referred to as locked high radiation 
27 areas, includes any area, accessible to individuals, in which radiation levels from radiation 
28 sources external to the body are in excess of 1 rem (10 mSv) per 1 hour at 30 centimeters from 
29 the radiation source or 30 centimeters from any surface that the radiation penetrates, and 
30 excludes very high radiation areas. Technical specification high radiation areas, in which 
31 radiation levels from radiation sources external to the body are less than or equal to I rem (10 
32 mSv) per 1 hour at 30 centimeters from the radiation source or 30 centimeters from any surface 
33 that the radiation penetrates, are excluded from this performance indicator.  
34 
35 * "Radiological control over access to technical specification high radiation areas" refers to 
36 measures that provide assurance that inadvertent entry into the technical specification high 
37 radiation areas by unauthorized personnel will be prevented.  
38 
39 * "Radiological control over work activities" refers to measures that provide assurance that 
40 dose to workers performing tasks in the area is monitored and controlled.  

"Concurrent" means that the nonconformances occur as a result of the same cause and in a common timeframe.  

('Or comparable provisions in licensee procedures if the technical specifications do not include provisions for high 

radiation areas.  
I ncludes 10 CFR 20, §20 1601(a), (b), (c), and (d) and §20 1902(b).
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2 Examples of occurrences that would be counted against this indicator include: 
3 
4 * Failure to post an area as required by technical specifications, 
5 * -- Ffailure to secure an area against unauthorized access, 
6 a •-Ffailure to provide a means of personnel dose monitoring or control required by technical 
7 specifications, 
8 * Failure to maintain administrative control over a key to a barrier lock as required by 
9 technical specifications, or 

10 o -Aan Eteia occurrence involving unauthorized or unmonitored entry into an area.  
11 
12 Examples of occurrences that are not counted include the following: 
13 
14 * Situations involving areas in which dose rates are less than or equal to 1 rem per hour, 
15 o -c onfoifii1(e witha p"~ ion in an g or proce t i s no - plicit t eci 
16 ,,. , rterior tec'hcal Wtcifica'tQns prcompatable requ nts in 10 J• Part2.  
17 * Occurrences associated with isolated equipment failures. This might include, for example, 
18 discovery of a burnt-out light, where flashing lights are used as a technical specification 
19 control for access, or a failure of a lock, hinge, or mounting bolts, when a barrier is checked 
20 or tested.8 
21 
22 Very High Radiation Area Occurrence - A nonconformance (or concurrent nonconformances) 
23 with 10 CFR 20 and licensee procedural requirements that results in the loss of radiological 
24 control over access to or work activities within a very high radiation area. "Very high radiation 
25 area" is defined as any area accessible to individuals, in which radiation levels from radiation 
26 sources external to the body could result in an individual receiving an absorbed dose in excess of 
27 500 rads (5 grays) in 1 hour at I meter from a radiation source or 1 meter from any, surface that 
28 the radiation penetrates 
29 
30 o "Radiological control over access to very high radiation areas" refers to measures to ensure 
31 that an individual is not able to gain unauthorized or inadvertent access to very high radiation 
32 areas.  
33 
34 o "Radiological control over work activities" refers to measures that provide assurance that 
35 dose to workers performing tasks in the area is monitored and controlled.  
36 
37 Unintended Exposure Occurrence - A single occurrence of -,e degradation or failure of one or 
38 more radiation safety barriers that resultsif in unintended occupational exposure(s), as defined 
39 below. eqkial to or exeeding any of the fAllovwing d... er...rfia A-,i , a .sinl .Leu.encc.  
40 
41 Following are examples of an occurrence of degradation or failure of a radiation safety barrier 
42 included within this indicator: 
43 

Presuming that the equipment is subject to a routine inspection or preventative maintenance 
program, that the occurrence was indeed isolated, and that the causal condition was corrected 
promptly upon identification.
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1 9 failure to identify and post a radiological area 
2 e failure to implement required physical controls over access to a radiological area 
3 * failure to survey and identify radiological conditions 
4 * failure to train or instruct workers on radiological conditions and radiological work controls 
5 * failure to implement radiological work controls (e.g., as part of a radiation work permit) 
6 
7 An occurrence of the degradation or failure of one or more radiation safety barriers is only 
8 counted under this indicator if the occurrence resulted in unintended occupational exposure(s) 
9 equal to or exceeding any of the dose criteria specified in the table below. The dose criteria were 

10 selected to serve as "screening criteria," only for the purpose of determining whether an 
11 occurrence of degradation or failure of a radiation safety barrier should be counted under this 
12 indicator. The dose criteria should not be taken to represent levels of dose that are "risk
13 significant." In fact, the dose criteria selected for screening purposes in this indicator are 
14 generally at or below dose levels that are required by regulation to be monitored or to be 
15 routinely reported to the NRC as occupational dose records.  

17 Table: Dose Values Used as Screening Criteria to Identify an Unintended Exposure Occurrence 
18 in the Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness PI <"i 

19 
20 
21 2% of the stochastic limit in 10 CFR 20.1201 on total effective dose equivalent. The 2% 
22,/ value is 0.1 rem.  
23 
24 10 % of the non-stochastic limits in 10 CFR 20.1201. The 10% values are as follows: 
25 

5 rem the sum of the deep-dose equivalent and the committed dose 
equivalent to any individual organ or tissue vM e,,2' 

1.5 rem the lens dose equivalent to the lens of the eye 

5 rem the shallow-dose equivalent to the skin or any extremity', other than 
dose received from a discrete radioactive particle 

26 
27 20% of the limits in 10 CFR 20.1207 and 20.1208 on dose to minors and declared pregnant 
28 women. The 20% value is 0.1 rem.  
29 
30 100% of the limit on shallow-dose equivalent from a discrete radioactive particle. The 
31 current value is 50 rem. 9

33 
34 
35 
36

The dose r~iteria are established at le,,els deemed to be readily ideniti~iable. based an indu;s' 
cxperiencc. The d~se eriietia sheuud not be takefi to r-epresent le;vels of dese ta r rs 
signifieaiit." In fact. the cr-iter-ia are generally at or- belemw dose levels, that ai-e r-equir-ed by 
fegulatiio to be inenitefed or- to be roeutiniely' reported to the NRC a,-cuatoa dose r-ecords.  

9 The NRC is currently proceeding with rulemaking that may result in a change to the limit on shallow-dose 
equivalent from a discrete radioactive particle. At the time a final rule is issued, the performance indicator value will 
be revised as needed.
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Exaniples of "degradation or- failure of r-adiation banie:rs "nat ea uid peotentially count agains4 this
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15

"Unintended exposure" refers to exposure that'X',in excess of the administrative dose guideline(s) 
set by a licensees as part of their radiological controls for access or entry into a radiological area.  
Administrative dose guidelines may be established

"* -within radiation work permits, procedures, or other documents, 
"* via the use of alarm setpoints for personnel dose monitoring devices, or 
"* by other means, as specified by the licensee. ý 776 A 

It is incumbent upon the licensee to specify the method(s) bein sed to administratively control 
dose. S-ge--Aan administrative dose guideline set by the lice ee is not a regulatory limit and 
does not, in itself, constitute arelator meq, j- , 

Stype/ of exposurejt4ý not anticipated or specifically included as part of job planning 
or controls, the full amount of the] exposure should be considered as "unintended" a-iru ie 
with the criteria in the Pl. For e x/mple, this might include Committed Effective Dose quivalent 
(CEDE), Committed Dose Equi alent (CDE), or Shallow Dose Equivalent (SDE). j •' J " 

W,5- eF~"7(#c, -Q<:" 71w7 TrEO28 
la

30 Clarifying Notes (or C,~c~ (C. c~ 

331 Ainccurrency that potentially meet the definition of more than one el ent of the performance 
32 indicator will only be counted once. In other words, an occurrence'will not be double-counted 
33 (or triple-counted) against the erformance indicator. z-1; 1tC*O•._ I- ,,c', .,, 0-ý 
34 Ao ~ i.ý f_04 5(,\j 4 isOrC."k gocc- 7Hff ;:~i erl CC' LI7e 

35 Radiography work conducted at a plant under another licensee's 10 CFR Part 34 license is 
36 generally outside the scope of this Pl. However, if a Part 50 licensee opts to establish additional 
37 radiological controls under its own program consistent with technical specifications or 
38 comparable provisions in 10 CFR Part 20, then a non-conformance with such additional controls 
39 or unintended dose resulting from the non-conformance &hod be evaluated under the criteria in 
40 the Pl. AL 

41
42

123

indicator inelude the fellowing (-e, if the degradation or failuire directly r-esults in uininitended 
dose equal to or- grFeater than the r-espeetive criter-ia): 

failture to identify and pest a r-Fdiologieal area 
failur~e to implemfent required physical conitrols over- acccss to a radiological area
failure to sui-,-y and idenitify- radiological conditiens 
failur-e to train or- instinct worker-s on radielogical conditiefns and radiological .vork1 controls 
* failure to imiplemnent rai0gclwr otroi-ls (e.g.. as pail of a r-adiation wokpemlit)

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22

CCX-_

Somie 1iadiolozjseal ar-eas are posted of conitrolaled as "locked hielh i-Fidition areas' for peatoa' 
or~~~ srii r Puq~o..e... e3. ef thoqugh the dose r~salle notý aEtU4, : illN s~c.o enPei hour.

FreaueRtiv Asked
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D-_

in geiier-al, spen; Aiel peo4s __ideFed high Fadiatieii at-eas beeaidqe 44he inaeeessibi!Oý, o 
Fadi8BCtiVe lifialeAdIS that afe-St6f-d i- the -881, PEOVided thati "l) e9liti-el llieaSuFes afe 
implenieiited to efistife that &c4iý ý.Lwc-.Ii_ 9 

-AF-k-, RM iiia-d-0emeiitly raised abeve 8r- bf:oia ht lie aF ýh@ skii4ee of !be poei watef:, 2) ail &aiii line asiaAmeR i ei ---- ts, syslem ý,Hk 
lifielip'; af-e pfapedy feNiewed to pr-event ac-eid-ent-al of the watei-, wid eentfels f6i 

in watei- ieNels 6ýat may ereate high aiid high r-adiatien ffeas afe 
imto plaiit pr-oeedm-es" ((Regulatofy Goide 9.38). HoweNer-, when a div-ef: enteFs ;he 

U,9dePA'at@F aek"Hies, or- tipem fnavewent of iliglilý' F8di8_AP_;iV1_A RlAN_2;4_AIq S;BFed iii 
the pool, pi-epeF eeiitfols Fnust be iiiiplemen4ed. Aealth Physies Position Ne. 916 also pfe,,-ides 
guidanee on ;he Rpplieability of aeeess eontFols fei speHt Adel peols.

44D Question 
-ý4g is the deteriiiinatieii of the einekiiit of dese Fee0iVed Lis the FeSH14 Of ali bRifitefided e-XP81;HFO 

OeeUffeflee bki',ed SE)Ielý' OR the d8l;e t+aelýiig method being used EPP or siaý- ;ime 4aeking), 
Ol ERH ethef data be U,,ed2 FOF @-(Hffipleý Upon exilln- a F-adielegiedl ai-ea, an indi4idtlill's EP-P 
ifqdieHte,, i4a; the iiiiintefi&d e)ipesufe is 125 nifeiii. A skibseque!it eý,aluqtiq!l 4;ýeffao 
itimineseetif desimetef- data indieiiies thH; the uiiin;efided eý,pesur& is 75 iiii-affi. Whieh itsult 
sheuid be kised iii de4eff+iiiiing if the oeeuffefiee sheuld be eaunied undet- the PP 

Response 
The bes4 aý,ailable data i-eleý,ant te the P! should he to detemiine ;,,hethef iiwl,- of the P! dese 

iiei-ia hw, t? been &ie@eded.A,, descr4ed ill tile exalliple! tile deiefi:niiiatiom slioiild 
436iUde ali eY8iUaliE)fl 8PA'hiC-h d8ý8 Fnei+ aeeur-aielý FepFeseiiis iýe i-eeeiN-ed kvhicli is Oie 
j-esidlt flia; should be applied te the P! de- I.iteria. FoF exarAple, if;heFe ii i-eason to 
ýeiie,,,e 4ýaý the EPP Elata is invalid, e.g., -Ekie to wvei- Fespaiise ie the type o4adiaijoiq ifivoked, 
Fadie 4eqblelwý- illter4;dfe!4eel ei- eqmpmeni malfiiiiction. then ethef: data inekiding the TI.P i-esukt, 
niay be ;he e- alua;ien should He; ;8,;e sigh; of the ifi;eni aftiie pl, The PI i,; 
iii4eiided 4E) idefi;ifi, @eeHFFtHee',; of "de",FHdB4iHFi OF fdilufe ef Emie ei- Fnoi-e rkidia4iafl slife4t' baFf-iefs 
Fesm4ing in .- " a "teadily ideiitifiable" level efiiiii-ileRded e)iposui-e fei- the puFpe-,e of firendiii 
wefall peffe;+Ranee in the aFea 4oeeýipaiionpl radiaiieli safýety. The dese seieeniiig erker-ia sei--e 
Hq a toel kf- deteniiiniiig what i&,,el efdese is "Feadi!N' ideiitifiablez" b85ed On iHdWsti", 

ie-els of oeeupa;i8nkil dese 44ai FiFe i'eqUifed b5' fe,-UIRtieil to be HiOH46Fed Of !'Obtifle!Y FePO!4@4 40 
the NRG as oeeupatieflal dese Fee o Fd,;.:FheFef+)r-e, the &, alua;iefi 4 Fesullan, dp';p ýVAI 
oEcur-i-enee should iiai w,,ei-,,4adav, Oýe e4jeetive of tfeiidiiig and eoi:Feetini -e-r-am -k 
as iniended by tlie use of thepei-feýaaee 

2

ID Question 
44-0 The dese pdideline fe!. an indi, -idua; 'A ef:king in a higgh f-a di aS 

established ;, ia an 9PD alanii seipeint a; 100 mr-effi. When ekitimg the ai-ea. ;he iiidividua; noted 
thfi; the EPD alaf-m 'A'as soundifl-" and !Ae itidieeted dese was 250 FFH-eFn--Pae to emees ik,-
the indAidual lied fie; Aei3fd ;he alariii while ifi flie high Fadiaiien af-ea. 940ilid- 6_ý:_ be 
th9deF the pl.  

Response 
;,es. The i!llpaei 84ýkeebtiý,e neise on the egeeiikeness 4ihe FPD alaigii as Ei dese eeii4ol 
nieFisufe was net pr-apefl). evaluated, e.g, as paf4 of the ate-a ef fekiew of ;he Wei.l. see--.  
This Fepfesentq a "degfadatiall Or. failkife" 4-2 V-adiAsipq; Zaf ;y

3
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44) Quest-on 
44-22 Thfee indk'iduals ewefe a mdieiegiE a! eFea to petf-& wel-4 en a 

-6 ak'e- EaCh Of the WOFkef-S WaS ff:@Yided aH EPP, WOM lie- ehlesi, w4h an alaR:R setiiiig 4 100 
ffff eiii Whieh HIS@ SeFVed eS the adfflittistt-atik-e dose "gideline fbt- ýhe etitfý-. The EPP 
gie laeaiieiq ekhe SPD oo 6ýe eliest, was based an a sup.'ey the; ifidieaýed that the 
ef e)ipesufe was ;he NWe i !ý. Upen e-64ng ;he af:ea the individHal dose- Rr., iPdiPlý-by the 
EPP, r-fitiged fi-stii 75 90 Fpd-effi. Hewevey-, a fellew tip suf-.-ey of the or-ea Fevealed that a pump, 
l8e&ted behilld Wher-@ 4he iHdiN'idUR!S weFe weflýmg en !he fepfeseiited a hi,,-hef sew-ee of 
&Epasufe 43aii the vake- This was appaf-emly iiiissed daring ;he pi-e job sunev ef tile wei-k af:ea.  
Thefef;F)i-e. flie EPP. loea;ed Bn ýhe ehem, weFe iiet pill-apefly plaeed to meliiter- dese at gia p8ifit 8 
higliesý e)ipesui-e. Afi eý,aluaiien 46;ay linwas -mid Al-i malipon '41hp. indiiidlwls in the NýOf-ii a!-ea 
detefiiiified that the .1ifee times what was iiidieated b-,, ;he FPD. Pees this 
6OBBI Hildef ýhe PP Ws"ý' si!iee ilir-ee indiý-idttak N"'ere iw 6IN-ed. eetmqýs tinder
the PP 
Response 
4ý&s. T-Ns sheiild be eaumed undef' týe Pl. As desefibeg, tliefe eleaFlý was a deg-fada;ion aj- failure 
40lie E)f ffieFe f8di&keR S-afýiý- bftffiers. Fi-ew Wie maiiiple, ;lie thqiiiieiided eýipe-sitfe f+ýi- ihe thFee 
indk-ijual- ranged fieiii 125 ;e 170 nA-ein, whieh eaeli exeeeded the 1 go HIFeni dose 
el-keFi8fi. AkhSUgli liffee iRdi-idbak; weFe iw,-ek-ed, thefe was efily efie "Beeiii+eiiee" 4wel"'ing 
del,-RdatiOR OF Adi!Hfe ef elie Of M8!'e r-tidia4ion sii"- baf9-ier--,. Thefmeýefe, this would enl-'- be 
EBURied &flee týfidef the Pl.

deetifflents !8 iden;4ý- fadielegieal 
ýaiie!ial iihpesufe C-efltf:81 Ff4eliý"elie 
oeetwfenees ;liat wefe not aiialý,Fed (a; 
PFIý'ing flie P4 ei'ikefia

SS.

"N Rai ef-lýet-la a!-e es4etblislled in the p! f Eýipasuf-e Gejitr-el EA;eeii"'e!lessý 
New should such er-itet-ia be applied Fetfe,;peetively? 

Response 
ke4pefise is 41 -FePaFaHOH 01' feHeW.  

Question 
Pui-iHg a reutine elie4 4 jiigý fadiation area deei-s afid gafes, a 4oor popped opeii *Aien tested.  
Fellow ý113 iw..estigatien detef+ftified that ýhe latehing flleellaliis!ii lied fei 1 -4 A- 4- ehkimieal 
de4;a ei. A Siw i 1 &F i ""'de !-egards the di see%-efý, of 1 aese fnewfitiiig belts, e;i B hi-,h F&di a4i 
The leaseness of the metifiting belts eeuld have allem-ed enough wewmew Aai
the gaýe epeii. Ne ene had aetually made an uiiautherized enti-y- itite the h."l -9 H9 
eithef ea"e. Arfe sueh s4tiationg ee'dated agaiii"t the PP 

Response 
No. This type 4si;Ua;iOf4 would fie; be eoumted agains; the P! if i; was identified afid esig-eeted in 
a ti!ilely mlafýflej-' appear-e4 ;0 be O!i iselated eeeui-r-enee, and had ne4 led to an eiitFý 
in;q a higli Fadia;ien afea (>1 Fem pei- how). in esseiiee, these sit+iatiens r-epr-esefi; t4e disee;-@Fv 
a defieiemý eendition aiid do iia! feAeet a app;ic-able ieeilnical spe-cý 
et 10 GFR Pat4 20 f-equiremefi;s.

I

2

;Ve Rr-e etwfeiq!!ý' fe,--iewing eur eet-reetive astlien pfegfafn 
OeEHH'eflCeS ih8l Sliebld 13e e6tffiied Ulider. iiie P! fe! @eetil 
iii eanduetiRg 4lis Fe'. iew, We aFe tfying to-evaluate saffle 
ihe tifiie of oecurFefiee) using flie P! ei-itefia' li.e., ý4e afe a

3
4-P 
43

4 
5
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ID Qtestion 
94-5 During, a routine chock, thc heybox (containing hiigh radiationi aroc hoys,) in the Loath physics 

office was found unflockod, whichl is contrary, to plant proceiuros. A folloew up mnvcstigatin 
dctc~ffinod that all bey: woro accountod for- and noe key,: had bcen issuoed or uisod in an 

unauhorzodmanner. Does- this counft againist the Pl.  

Response 
No. Althouigh this situation appar-ently r-eproesons a nonoonfomianeo with lan 183 proceduros, it does 
not appoar- to be a situaation that would bc eountcd azainst the Pl. The gucstion is whether- the beys 
wcrce admainist~aiN-oly controlled por tho tochnical specifications. From the ccitino h 

oltounsancs. dumnstrti;e cntrl over the hoey: A. as mnaintainod.

4D Quest.s
d ni highi radiation area (>1 rei nt pei hour) with an doe 

:ount a"'ainst the PPY
otronic nrsonnol~w

Response 
I's Tho tochnicEAl spocificationls "~ically provido so'. or~al option: for mionhohng of indivdiduals, 

accossing hiigh r~adiation aroeas, includin~g the option ofboing pro'ided ''a radiationl monitoring" 
devico that coR~nktinosly mteegatos the r-adiaFtioni doso in; tho arca and ala~ffs whon a preset 
intogra.ed dose is r(coeod . og.. a fractioning EPP). if that was th. e applicablo option it• i his 
situation, and fiono of the othert options woroF inl offo"ct. theni theoco~urronce Should bo countod 
undo the Pl.  

2 
ID 9uestimi* 
49 A N...i.e age had boon con .t ..ted ar.und an area of tho plant c.tainin.g a rosin tr1an.sfer. n .tha, 

during r1sin tr:an. f•or o•pcti8o. is subj... to tran• i..t radia•tin lo0 in cocs: of I rhmorn Pot, huir.  
Tbli wire aeo '; as constRictod in a miannier to proclutdo peisanomil accs:, to aroeas where tho doso 
rates ced i orn pref hour, o.... tin. ; re....fed to as. a ocoo..n Tb caod area is loca Wiin 
at isomi: thai is posted and eontro~lld ais a hich r-adiation arosei Does thie p! for! technical speeification, 
hl's i aawtian crops I rom pci hour) apply to tl;i., 'ituitaioli 

Respnise 
No. Hoalk! Physics. Positioni No. 242 proevidos guidance that 10 CFR Plail 20 requiromfents feti highi 
radrntioni area do not alpply to suchg o-ens that E~e not aceeotilo, e.,., "ceonod' azoc's. So long, as, 
1hz desc rates 30 cmi boyand ;he oagod arca do ntie exceoed I o or h 1does not appliy.  

3 
tD Quesi~on 

- .04. A" indn ,idual eniter's an area (not postod and conltrolled aS a high radiation arcea) and his EPD 
ailana:A on highA dose r-ate. The inidividual promptlx extiti; tho aicea and noetifios hoo~lih phv.ies..  
Follow up suix cys by the health physics staff indicatod thatR radiationl dose Fatos in 1zac .cci 
exceess of 1 roein per- hoer. Proper- controls and posting, w.ere ostablished for the area. Does this 
count againistheP1 

Response 
4e. .46 desci-ihod. thei oocetioncoe should ho coun~ted against the Pl. It appoar-s that tho high 
radiation ariea (>! romi pot hourF) ex~isted prior to access being made to the ar-ea, and that pr'oper 
posting and controls weroe not ini placo to provoent unauthorico zd ontn, as ruiobyteolmi~ca 
spoeifioctioies.  

4 
44) Question

128
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4-4-3 An ifidependent not made ýe enswe that gie doef ef a higli !-adiatiefi aFea (> 1 feni 
pei- hetif) was seewed aAeF e-,iting the afea. The independen! ýýefifieatien is fequir-ed by piant 
pFeeedkir-es as a defense inm depth Fneaswe. it is no; eaiplieifly r-equifed by ;eehmieal spe&ifýý 
A fe!18Ný tip invesiigatiem deieffAined th-Al 4146- d-A-A-r- 4-Y-AS, in ýaGt. Se6HI'Od. ShE)Hid 
O'gainst Oýe Pil 

Response 
Ne. This type 4eeeiirfeHee shetild net be eetinted against the Pl. The fefer-enee eFiteria fer- the Pj 
f4- teehmiea; speeifieaiiaii high radiation ai-eas (;ý 1 f:effi per heei:4 are the ieehf,.ical speeifieatie 
(8fliENISee e6filMilillelitS f;BF HkeRiate Aor higili i-adimiE)n afeas if ;lie 4@ehi4ed4 
speeifioations i-elude pfe,,-isians feF high r-adia;ian afeas) and appli ble N'isi 0 
C-FP' P&14 29. L"e-e-se-es may epý to iflip;ement addiiianal ean;i-els, i.e., beý,@Hd wha4 is feqiiii-ed by 
teel+iiieal and 19 C-T-R Pai4 29. bki4 sueh eentFels Rfe outside ;he seepe E)f ;he Pl.  

4D Question 
449 Pian; pieeedur-es iiieltide -a prevision ;hat appfe,,al of beth the epef:atiens shift supei-viser- and the 

he-alih rliý-'icS SUPOPH r,,-F i- feqHiF@d f4 te vefý' hig :,h 
pr-ek-isiefi is in addikmi ie tliat fýei: issuanee ef high f:adiatisii ai-ea keys, whieh enly i-equir-es 44e 
appr-w -al of ;Ae iieakli pilysies if a vei:y higli fadiation ai ea he,,, is issued wkiieut 4lie 
appi-w.,al 4 ihe opei:a;ipmsý sliiA super-%'isel-' i.e.. C-@m4af:y to ;iie plaliý pfeeedufe, does flii.; eewf;t 
figaiii"! the pl

RespeRse 
ý'es. This sheýuld be eakinied aeainst ilie pl. The efiIe!ia fet. N-efý' high fadiFiIien at-ea eeetwfenees, 
-A;.-@- 19a"Sed- AN; with 10 '-;ZR P-;;;4 20 And keen4ee pr-eeedkifai 44a; 
FeSHA in tile !OSS Of FadiOlOgiEal 6@11401 eYel' aCEeSS tO er WN-li Within a Hldiatiefl dFeB.' 
Paf:i 20 1602 i-e tiiwýc thnf !;Cý- r ý' 1-1 li ; ; AAZ ; I

VigHa4 

4ion-

ID Question 
4-4; %'ýlill 1-e"Rfd tO iiiiiHINIded ehiff',Ufe 46ffieRefflal ýaili:ees, is flie EPP Eilafni seipoi- 'he 

Feýel-eFiCe P64li ýýal ShOtild be US@d fOF deieflnifliH-, iýihe 100 flifeili T-PPW PriwriA4;' i4 
eNEeeded? 

Response 
Ne. Tile EPP skir-ffi setpein; is net !lie enly --- enee point (i'e.' adfflitlis;fatiý'- -.-- e guide4ifle) 
that can be kiwd for- 4iie uninteiided eýipesiife Pl. The P! Manual pr-@-ýideS ffi&Bee 44a4 

dose guidelines niay be established withili r-adiation 
doeumamis, ;Aa flie ti.;e ef alafm setpoilit" 44F re!-semnel fneni;OY-ime de- -iees' OF other nieams,-&S 
speeiged bý the liceRsee." Pwo is uý to the lieensee ie spe6ift, Y4;at +le4-'-A
being applied with regai-d te ;he unintended e;-tpE)sufe P4-.

4!"aHSfef e8flili, EtH iRdi','idHEi! ffi8fikEffed 4ýý

7 tcr nil etLlGtL' C- a few iip de;L-1-in'lled- ;h- j;, .; ýl '; - I ---R. +L- ý-

I

tHie Ek t 8na weastiFes te ensitfe that an i 
i. mei able ie ra'Eii!i inadý"e;qeH; aeeess'* 4e veiý, liigý Fadiatioii ai-eas. Sueh a 
weastir-eq Fife iffipleiiieiited thieugh plani pfeeedafes ei eiggiiieei-ed eentic-els beea 
is no teelinjeal sýiAAeaiien speeifieallý- fef wFý high r-adia;ien afeas. Thei:e4m-e. aeeuft-en 
iHNE)!ý.e a fdilffl- 1- implem-it skich additional i:neasufes should be eounted against the-P4
-Regkda4aj-,- Guide 8.4 desei-ibes ;@vei-al addkieHa; iýneasuies tha; are aecepiable to the sta
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44) Qtie.44" 
4-99 Upon ehiting, ffem wafking in the !ýaej 

fl; i A .4 A +I- ; i : :



M;:kQ;4;Feeeived an iniake 44a! fesEi4ed i1i a
The pf-e job evalea;ion 4id net antielpate Ek reteiiiial foi- AR intal- And lie adfn4nisir-ative gdidelitie 
fef inionial dose speeiged for the weFk. Shatild this be eewi4ed undet- the P! ýqf: uniiiieff4ed 

Response 
4:es. T-lik shetild be seiim;ed agaiiist the Pl. Sinee ilispr-lia I dese appai-ent!5, wils net antieipated as
FRf4 8f 4he jE)b PIRliffiiig "d 881ifff9k, theli tht- 110 m;:P;;'; CEDE sheuld be applied under- the P!, 
V. lqisl; P) Cop.& the !go MRFR T-Epi eFii@F. -.. , 1 8. Slfllliff -clitumians inkL;I-ing slialiew dose 
eqkik'alew, lens, deý" equkaient, Find eemmitted dese equivalew, wliei-e siaeli dese has net been 
"kipated as - -4r L.,job pla"ing and eon4als, the d8se i-eeeiNed shekild be applied te the 
Fespeetive 

4-14 .4 teaiii ef wel-kefs, inekiding a health physies teEl:kfiiCiall, FRade a E6WHii1flient eiitfý, at P&A-ef teo 
w"es'Hi-FRe pe ffiH98Fý; ie&kHge. geeh team f3geffibef waý pi-evided an EPP set to alaffi 

at 20P mi-em, Wliich ;,ý,as 44e Ad;44ip "R dese giiidelifle fA-F the efl;Fý. T-lie WRIW9ý," iii eawaiHHien; teek lengeF 4haii eNpeeted, and eveniiially Af 4;p Pp,; begall te a; - I ---- - -.- E ar-ffi, 
A 4ýpjliaNimg Feaelied the 86]:Fn setpoiw ef 200 fn with the F-es; 41he teEini. tile 

health rliysies ie-e4iiieiail ýas pei:Fnit4ed b5' Philit PF0(2edHFO,) aH;l!E)F4!eE! Eill e?4eRSiOR Of 6ýa 
adFginistfaiive dose guideiine to ý00 mf:eni to emnpleie t4e wallidewn. TAis, aoien was iakeii te 
nli!iifflize tile dose thki; weuld be ineut-fed if the team yoef-e 40 exii the !-eg!oupj 
and 4hen majie a seegiid efitfý, te Complete she When flie ;eafn eempleted the walkdown 
wid eýtiied the -1 .... ...... -111 "0"0 4the ieami had Feeei,, ed a dese ef ;25 iiii-em. Does 4ii 
8eeidftenee eeuflt agains; the PP 

RespeRse 
N8. This 8EEUf9'ef3E@ ShOllid HOI be eaunted dgilinSt 4110 P; beEaUSe the l-@SUjtiR,- d(:)Se WdS ORlY 25 
wFelfi thfl!i file 1-eý"ised gtiideliiie of 300 ffifeni. The e:;e aiid speejAeaijefi 4ad! ..... i 
dese L-bidelifies is !lie ef the lieeil,,ee. ýIs desefi bed i!i ;lie exalliple. 4lie f 
... .......... ... -a tive dese ffuideliiie was Eefl&Eted in a6CE)FARREe With the PIRfit PFeEediifell 9f 

;he giiideline wouid be applieable to ;lie plý 

ID Question 
4-3.0 iýaf liigý r-adiaiiaii ai-eas (;ý 4 reni) whefe a Aashiiig light is ui;ed as e T-S i-equifed eon;f:81, is, it 

A-;; 6C-eHI:FeRee UndeF 6ýe QCC-HpatiOiial F--Xj)@SUr@ 4igh f:adiati I .H-, element 
as a faikift of a4filinisti-ative esm4el if it is diseaver-ed Oia; the Aashitig ligh; has fai;ed some tifne 
aftef flie cofltfol was inipieniewed? Failtife eAhe light eould be due to less of its, power- sew-ee 
(dead baý!er-y E)i external power- less), mw-ehanieal fdiltife (light blilb)ý eter 

Response 
No. The p! is ielided le eappafe r-adiatien Safetý' i3f:O,-!-HM fBilHFL-S, net iSlAatOd eqHipliieilt 

that the was iselated and was eof+eeied in a tiniely 

ID Question 
4-34 Thi,; question fe4r-.,; ;E) r-adiegFapllý' WO& Pe49!+Rtd at a PlaB; twdef: aiiotheF iiEel+iee4i-ý ' 

PkiFi n' 4 iieeRSe. if 4iel-e i; HH BEetiffenee e iess ef 
H481 8f a Of ;eft' high F@diaiiOll a!-Oa ýdflinteHded dese, does thi- C-Aunt .4e

CORHIIiIIA-d- &S@ OqUiYaIORI (CEPE) 4 110
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Respeffse 
Ne. Radio 
etitside t1w.  
lieensee. T- 4--A4 -V'J mp-p-pq -ka Aptl'Atlp';

F-Of FRU4iPl@ U114 S40S. 4a P! F@P@4ab!@ 680ditiOil OeRifs an ene uHit, a 
gpeeifieatiefi high radiatiom ar-ea eeeun-eiiee inside ;he een;aifiiiieii! buildiiig. i 
18 fepai4 týe eeekiFfeliee !!4 the ifidieate!- 4;9F all ti!i4

Response 
The p! is a site wide ii9dieBier. The ekii-FORI repef:iýflg f:eqw!-es, thaý BEeiipai anal 

fadia68ji saýý' 8eeuf+efiee'; be iHput iden;ieallý- fef: eaeh tHiit. 14&A-evef, tke eeeuffenee ii onP.  
eewited eiiee .14- "w- v ide 44esheld "'a]He (i.e-, 4 is !ieý doulble ef iriple eeuiiled f;&F

8eetipHýi8llal FHdM!i@P qRfL,;y 121ý

seep@ of the PI. Respensibiji15, fef bEjf:fjefs 
he f:eaetei regakttefý' e,,-efsigh; Pis apply to

tiief keensee's 19 CF-R Part 3 4 lieense is
, d8se eeiitfel, e;c., r-esides with ;he PtiF4 ;4
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I Data Example

Occupational Exposure Control Effectiveness 
Quarter 30195 -- 4Q/95 -11Q/96 2Q/96 3Q/96 4Q/96 1Q/97 20197 3Q/97 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prey. Qrtr Number of technical specification high radiation 
occurrences during the quarter 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Number of very high radiation area occurrences 
during the uarter 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Number of unintended exposure occurrences 
during the quarter 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 Reporting Quarter _ _ 20/96 30/96 40/96 1!/97 2Q/97 3Q/97 4Q/97 1Q/98 2Q/98 30/98 4Q/98 Prey. Qrtr Total # of occurrences In the previous 4 qtrs I I _1 _1 4 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 1 1

Thresholds 
Green <2 
White >2 
Yellow >5 
No Red Threshold

2 
3

2QM/ 30/98 QOut•" 40f9e

132
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1 2.4 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS CORNERSTONE 

2 (Note: FAQ numbers will be deleted in final version of Revision 1)

The objective of this cornerstone is to ensure that the licensee is capable of implementing 
adequate measures to protect the public health and safety during a radiological emergency.  
Licensees r.uti.... asses: and feln... ih.i .... r.ge.... plan maintain this capability through 

Emergency Response Organization (ERO) participation in drills, exercises, actual events, 
training, and subsequent problem identification and resolution. Etnpl:;yee> arc tFrined to en:u!,e 

thiat tih plani ean be • dcri., .. i, nFlz...... during an pfl an @.. . . .  

pzFe4BanCe. ERkG &illprzpro and Feliabilitr. 4fthe alei4 and ntfcto vc oriw 

!8 f .... abl.. a:;5. .a!.. tha. tile i.lic.. has or .e e ',e .....n ... prcpaFrH", n c p•r.• ergi The 

Emergency Preparedness performance indicators provide a quantitative indication ;, L - d. I--$IN, 
e the licensee's ability to implement adequate measures to protect the public health 

and safety. These performance indicators create a licensee response band that allows NRC 

oversight of Emergency Preparedness programs through a baseline inspection program. These 

performance indicators measure onsite Emergency Preparedness programs. Offsite programs are 
evaluated by FEMA.

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29

30 Purpose

31 This indicator monitors timely and accurate licensee performance in drills and exercises when 

32 presented with opportunities for classification of emergencies, notification of offsite authorities, 

33 and development of protective action recommendations (PARs). It is the ratio, in percent, of 

34 timely and accurate performance of those actions to total opportunities.  
35 
36 Indicator Definition 

37 The percentage of all drill, exercise, and actual opportunities that were performed timely and 

38 accurately during the previous eight quarters.  
39 
40 Data Reportine Elements 

41 The following data are required to calculate this indicator:

95

The protection of public health and safety is assured by a defense in depth philosophy that relies 

on: safe reactor design and operation, the operation of mitigation features and systems, a multi

layered barrier system to prevent fission product release, and emergency preparedness.  

The Emergency Preparedness cornerstone e+s-e performance indicators !;oeqmtoread b'. ti.i 
se+ie are: 

"* Drill,Exercise performance (DEP), 
"• Emergency Response Organization Drill Participation (ERO), 
"• Alert and Notification System Reliability (ANS) 

DRILL/EXERCISE PERFORMANCE

( cAK

31 l



1 
2 0 the number of drill, exercise, and actual event opportunities during the previous 
3 quarter.  
4 * the number of drill, exercise, and actual event opportunities performed timely and 
5 accurately during the previous quarter.  
6 
7 The indicator is calculated and reported quarterly. (See clarifying notes) 
8 
9 Calculation 

10 The site average values for this indicator are calculated as follows: 

11 
$$of tinmelv & accurateclassifications notifications, &PARs from DE & AEs *during the previous 8 quarters 

12 Ix tooX10 C 
L The total opporrunites to perfo / sificatios, Yotocations & PARs during the previous 8 quarters J 

13 
14 *DE & AEs = Drills, Exercise Actual Events 
15 
16 Definition of Terms 

17 Opportunities should include multiple events during a single drill or exercise (if supported by the 
18 scenario) or actual event, as follows: 
19 
20 e each expected classification or upgrade in classification hould be iniluded 
21 * each initial notification of an emergency class declaration 
22 * each initial notification of PARs or change to PARs 
23 0 each PAR developed 
24 fieiifieaiieln ilieudes nole fieatiefis !iade te the 48;e anfd Or l8e81 "O',emftNen4 aurhorfitie. !for 
25 i ..tia .el.er .... ' ..... ;ba ti.., Upg.ade 4l ernergeene; ela.... ;i.i4; PARS and charge in 
26 PAR (.e.i. dif-•. o io'.. ui p . . .i.. "fiti,.. Whet! iefing:, "e te OF.' ..... a .r PARS.  
27 ha.e ii.t ehanced are not in.luded) 
28 * PAR ineiud, .he int.il, PAR and at, PAR A ar)- .  

29 
30 Tim elY m ean s: 
31 9 classifications are made consi ent with the goal of 15 minutes once available plant 
32 parameters reach an Emerge cy Action Level (EAL) 
33 * PARs are developed withi& 15 minutes of data availability.  
34 9 offsite notifications are initiated .. e.- ..ee...e.• within 15 minutes of event 
35 classification and/or PAR development (see clarifying notes) 
36 
37 Accurate means: 
38 0 -oeifiatien. el4sis4ea,'i'iClassification, and PAR appropriate to the event as 
39 specified by the approved plan and implementing procedures (see clarifying notesY• 
40 * Initial notification form completed appropriate to the event to include (see clarif-ing 
41 note 
42 - Class of emergency 
43- EAL number •L 

96
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Description of emergency 
Wind direction and speed 
Whether offsite protective measures are necessary 
Potentially affected population and areas 
Whether a release is taking place 
Date and time of declaration of emergency 
W•hkether the event is a drill or actual event 
Plant and/or unit as applicable

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

\19 

21 

25 
S23 

• q 24 10k" 25 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37

While actual event opportunities are included in the performance indicator data -epe!4i, the 
NRC will also inspect licensee response to all actual events.

As a minimum, actual emergency declarations and evaluated exercises are to be included in this 
indicator. In addition, other simulated emergency events that the licensee formally assesses for 
performance of classification, notification or PAR development .'p- e'. -rt4i vilmav be 
included in this indicator(opportunities cannot be removed from the indicator due to poor 
performance). p.  

If an event has occurred that resulted in an emergency classification where no EAL was 
exceeded, the classification should be considered a missed opportunity. The subsequent 
notification s ould be considered an opportunity and evaluated on its own merits. FAQ235 

I .,, _... , ,. . .  

The following information provides additional clarification of the accuracy requirements 
described above: 

" It is understood that initial notification forms are negotiated with offsite authorities.  
If the approved form does not include these elements, they need not be added.  
Alternately, if the form includes elements in addition to these, those elements need 
not be assessed for accuracy when determining the DEP P1. It is, however, expected 
that errors in such additional elements would be critiqued and addressed through the 
corrective action system.  

"* The description of the event causing the classification may be brief and '- not 
include all plant conditions. At some sites, the EAL number A*W+frthe 

e- description. t '

38 * "Release" means a radiological release attributable to the emergency event. FAQ242 
39 0 

The licensee ed identify, in advance, drills, exercises and other perfo ance e anc,.Y 
I xeriences in which DE.P opportunities will be formally assessed Ts+ts 01, 

The aw • •e available for NRC review. The licensee has the latitude o include opportunities min\6 /43 the P1 statistics as long as the drill (in whatever form) simulates the ppropriate level of inter- .  
S44 facility interaction. FAQ27 The criteria for suitable drills performar e enhancing experiences are 

/45 providied under the ERO Drill Participation P1 clarifying notes. F (Q43 .  

9[ ,,.t 
I 

'n
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10 Clarifyin2 Notes
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13 
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15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

),44 
-. "45 

46 
47 
48

I rea..Oflat' I. rUlate.. ihe ifiiera~l:44 '.N 4t

Performance statistics from o4Pperating shift simulator training evaluations may be included in 
this indicator only when the scope requires classification. Classification and PAR n.,otifications 
and PARs may be included in this indicator if they are performed to the point of filling out the 
appropriate forms and demonstrating sufficient knowledge to perform the actual notification.  
However, there is no intent to disrupt ongoing operator qualification programs. Appropriate 
operator training evolutions should be included in the indicator only when Eemergency 
Ppreparedness aspects are consistent with training goals.  

Some licensees have specific arrangements with their State authorities that provide for different 
notification requirements than those prescribed by the performance indicator, e.g., within one 
hour, not 15 minutes. In these instances the licensee should determine success against the 
specific state requirements.  

For sites with multiple agencies to notify, the notification is considered to be initiated when 
contact is made with the first agency to transmit the initial notification information. FAQ30 and 
197 

Simulation of notification to offsite agencies is allowed. It is not expected that State/local 
agencies be available to support all drills conducted by licensees. The drill should reasonably 
simulate the contact and the participants should demonstrate their ability to use the equipment.  
FAQ202

Classification is expected to be made promptly following indication that the conditions have fl 
reached an emergency threshold in accordance with the licensee's EAL scheme. With respect to 
classification of emergencies, the 15 minute goal is a reasonable period of time for assessing and 
classifying an emergency once indications are available to control room operators that an EAL 
has been exceeded. Allowing a delay in classifying an emergency up to 15 minutes will have 
minimal impact upon the overall emergency resonse to protect the public health and safe . he 
" 15-minute goal should not be interpreted as providing a grace period imn which a licensee may 
attempt to restore plant conditions and avoid classifying the emergency.  

During drill performance, the ERO may not always classify an event exactly the way that the 
scenario specifies. This could be due to conservative decision making, Emergency Director 
judgment call. or a simulator driven scenario that has the potential for multiple forks'. Situations 
can arise in which assessment of classification opportunities is subjective due to deviation from

98

A drill 'Joeý Be; ha'.e !@ include all LROk facililc? ;e h 
aprPOPRiate wepe for a single inRO tieefi A feii f 
one or mre o.f .he ,'.'n fa....ie.. as appropriate: 

the COn~lO rFoom, 

teTethnieal SuppoCentr TS) 
thQpelrati~cn SuipportCntr 

the F-Mefrgene'y Operation: Faeilit'. (POF-).  
field m8nitoring HearnS.  
daf..... control teuafnl. a•d 
off-ate go.enetlautherities.
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the expected scenario path. In such cases, exaluators should document the rationale supporting 
their decision for eventual NRC inspection. Evaluators must determine if the classification was 
appropriate to the event as presented to the participants and in accordance with the approved 
emergency plan and implementing procedures. FAQ37 and 41 

If the expected classification is missed because an EAL is not cognized within 15 minutes of 
availability but a subsequent EAL for the same classification is subsequently recognizedaA4.an 
- -the subsequent classification is not an opportunity for DEP 
statistics. The reason that the classification is not an opportunity is that the appropriate 
classification level was not attained in a timely manner.......... .,.1  i .. ,h... .......  

S...........r~it~ 
, ,that , CM-3t Q1T.CTP2Md by Lhe scenario or that were presented 

InnexpertPAly. FAQ1l73 

Failure to appropriately classify an event counts as only one failure: This is because notification 
of the classification, development of any PARs and PAR notification are subsequent actions to 
classification. FAQ34

18 The notification associated with a PAR is counted separately: e. g., an event triggering a GE _ I 
19 classification would represent a total of 4 opportunities: 1 for classification of the GE, I for 
20 notification of the GE to the State and'or local government authorities. I for development of a 
21 PAR and I for notification of the PAR. FAQ29 
22 
23 If PARs at the SAE are in the site Emergency Plan they could be counted as opportunities.  
24 However, this would only be appropriate where assessment and decision making is involved in 
25 development of the PAR. Automatic PARs with little or no assessment required would not be an 
26 appropriate contributor to the PI. PARs limited to livestock or crops and no PAR necessary 
27 decisions are also not appropriate. FAQ36 I Ik 

29 Fifteen minutes is an appropriate time to assess th need to develop or 
3 30 expand a PAR. Decisions should be developed withi 15 minutes a a availability. P1 t 
31 conditions, meteorological data radiation monit readin sh Id prOV ent 
32 information to determine the ne'ed to change PARs. it 
33 is not appropriate to wait fo ,t..data to becom a ailaneed 
34 expand the PAR. A con ative approach shoulibe utilized in recognizing the need for PAR 
35 ex and 198 

If a licensee discovers after the fact ( ter tkfft 15 minutes) thaan event or condition had 
existe w ic but tka no emergency had been declared and the Z. L.  

9 aethetr t he at the time of discovery. -', al...¶.lIJ%; Q. ,.a, 
40 * If the indication of the nt was not available to the operator, the event should not be 
41 evaluated for PI p ses.  
42 * If the indicatio the event was available to the operator but not recognized, it should be 
43 considered unsuccessful classification opportunity.  
44 * In eith case described above, notification should be performed in accordance with NUREG
45 1 0• and not be evaluated as notification opportunities. FAQ • 243 
46 ... . t
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ýOr eaell 

-1 dli:fýpffeAi S;a4e ;oeal awlýoFiilet need 

Question 

&.jjs Of e)tefEie, h2' @ 10 ýe 4HIlled R E;Fdef 10 aS, ;&;S PPPOHýffil4les 

Response 
QualigeatiqRs of Fequired ;F-Ripi-46- ýA;: drill eawl-c-is - ei-ali.Ekiors mk4; speeipe4 ýeeawe ;4i" has 

ýeefi a PFebleffi. ;ýhef@ is a 0,80d hiSIE)Fý. P!'ESHlPeleFH @'teFH ;e e', BlUaHRR b'. lie@H ;e@,;ý 
i ia'.4-evef:' it 'A Oýlid he e-irecied ihai evalbiatefs, be knov, led.,ýeabl e 4 ihe are ; ihe, 

PP Or' F@gHFdiHO, lhL' iiP EOMeFSi,-,.

;i, ý.' cirill- Qm A

IPD Question 

Response 
i hi! eefiee!:H is lid640, Pd ;h Hueh ;he i 

+R91 Pi. WhiOh h4OUld ShO V. deefeRs!!l

FAeF-

A, 4 sh I R .1 ;140 f4li;o ýlwll 0,4w. - .')

Response 
if; L-@ReFdi. PI'S RR 8 SHRIW-M-0 llid'C-iiHOH 61'444-0 '44'-- 1-4 H fFj'ffjiW el@FRR;;l. TI;LQ"' _Al-e jikii ki! ed jo 

Jewiis 4 pe4qFwaiiee. fAi@F iýe' wdiEaie tlie fie@d EP @' alilHie i4e deiails Hf 

PeFiý4rllldlleeý T-4i- P1 AA a, det igAed le ko'A 0_4 

Hi! pee;ef-" 10' 41 L24"el- @ drills aFid the bieniiiiii eNe Fc-ise. !;' ;oýeiiai-ies afe iiiadequate ;o ;@!;; ;lie 
tFfleFgeHeý, plam. reý%la;aFý aeiwii tqiaý- iýe taý@m in aeeefdanee v 4 Appefi4iýt f- ;t4 10 (;FP, 51).  
seeibHH 
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Response 
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,jjj@jjt Al;d ;;A;if4PA1 AR 64 ll;ia P 4 Ri; OR- 6e;i0ný ;k8i have ;P be F,@l j;AR:At_-d_ as -A _-L ilý egbimee.  

ficAsiAn R;;9 ;14AI '4 " A;;.l iWA 114RI lhA' e JJC-;18FJS 

f4i iltad

ID Question 

;4 . (4 . 'AliAR .' f4AI - ifiPAIiAA &Rd P.NP,ý deff-fid 019 ihe indil idHaj of jeaflA feýqýk4jj ;,e 

RP iRdi")difai 4ýljuv-e ;q fFoPeFly clkssi$ý' POWý. Of de, elop PAR , 4e ek)Ff@E!t!d waw 
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Response 
Tl;ta

1

faeiliý'. dill!, ..1 a u;ili;,, eould do 6w swikl;

3
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I Data Example

Emergency Response Organization 

Drill/Exercise Performance 

I I I I 1| 1 30/96 4Q1/96 10197 20197 30/97 4Q197 1Q98 2Q/98 30M98 4Q098 

Successful Classifications, Notifications & PAR* over qtr 0 0 11 11 0 8 10 0 23 11 
Opportunities to Perform Classifications, Notifications. & PARs In qtr 0 0 12 12 0 12 12 0 24 12 
Total 0 of euccesful Classifications, Notifications, & PAR* In 8 qtrs 40 63 74 

Total 8 of opportunitles to perform Cias sifcation, Notifications & PARs In 8 qtre 48 72 84 

I I T I I I 20f98 30/98 4Q/98 
Indicator expressed s a percentage of Opportunitles to prform, 83 3% 87 5% 88 1% 

Classifications, Communications & PARs| I I

EP DrillIExercise Performance

I D

- ~oiwtar
4Q0/g PNae 0
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I EMERGENCY RESPONSE ORGANIZATION DRILL PARTICIPATION 

2 Purpose 

3 This indicator i key members of the Emergency Response Organization pa4iei ,t 
4 in performance enhancing experiences, and through linkage to the DEP indicator ensures that the 
5 risk significant aspects of classification, notification, and PAR development are evaluated and C 
6 included in the PI process. This indicator measures the percentage of key ERO members who 
7 have participated recently in performancepFeficieiiey enhancing experiences such as drills, 
8 exercises, .trgaing oFpcr--r:izz, or in an actual event.  
9 

10 Indicator Definition 

II The percentage of key ERO members that have participated in a drill, exercise, or actual event 
12 during the previous eight quarters, as measured on the last calendar day of the quarter.  
13 
14 Data Reportin2 Elements 

15 The following data are required to calculate this indicator and are reported: 
16 
17 • total number of key ERO members 
18 • total key ERO members that have participated in a drill, exercise, or actual event in the 
19 previous eight quarters 
20 
21 The indicator is calculated and reported quarterly, based on participation over the previous eight 
22 quarters (see clarifing notes) 
23 
24 Calculation 

25 The site indicator is calculated as follows: 
26 

t of Key ERO Members that have participated in a drill, exercise or actual event during the previous 8 qrts 
27 X100 

Total number of Key ERO Members 

28 
29 Definition of Terms 

30 Key ERO members are those who fulfill the following functions: 
31 
32 . Control Room 
33 
34 • Shift Manager (Emergency Director) - Supervision of reactor operations, responsible 
35 for classification, notification, and determination of protective action 
36 recommendations 
37 
38 • Shift Communicator - provides initial offsite (statelocal) notification 
39 
40 * Technical Support Center 
41
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1 0 Senior Manager - Management of plant operations'corporate resources 
2 . Key Operations Support 
3 . Key Radiological Controls - Radiological effluent and environs monitoring, 
4 assessment, and dose projections 
5 . Key TSC Communicator- provides offsite (state local) notification 
6 * Key Technical Support 
7 
8 • Emergency Operations Facility 
9 

10 0 Senior Manager - Management of corporate resources 
11 Key Protective Measures - Radiological effluent and environs monitoring, 
12 assessment, and dose projections 
13 . Key EOF Communicator- provides offsite (state/local) notification 
14 
15 . Operational Support Center 
16 
17 . Key OSC Operations Manager 
18 
19 Clarifivine Notes 

20 When the functions of key ERO members include classification, notification. or PAR 
21 development opportunities, the success rate of these opportunities must contribute to 
22 Drill Exercise Performance (DEP) statistics for participation of those key ERO members to 
23 contribute to ERO Drill Participation.  
24 7 
25 The licensee may designate drills as not contribu.Lng to DEP and, if the drill provides a 
26 performance enhancing experience as described . those key ERO members whose functions 
27 do not involve classification, notification or PARs may be given credit for ERO Drill 
28 Participation. Additionally, the licensee may designate elements of the drills not contributing to 
29 DEP (e.g., classifications will not contribute but notifications will contribute to DEP.) In this 
30 case. the participation of all key ERO members, except those associated with the non
31 contributing elements, may contribute to ERO Drill Participation. The licensee must document 
32 such designations in advance of drill performance and make these records available for NRC 
33 inspection. Fk\.3 
34 
35 Evaluated simulator g evolutions that contribute to the DrilL"Exercise Performance 
36 indicator statistics,, be considered as opportunities for key ERO member participation and 
37 may be used for this indicator. The scenarios must at least contain a formally assessed 
38 classification and the results must be included in DEP statistics. However, there is no intent to 
39 disrupt ongoing operator qualification programs. Appropriate operator training evolutions should 
40 be included in this indicator only when Eemergency Ppreparedness aspects are consistent with 
41 training goals.  
42 
43 If a key ERO member or operating crew member has participated in more than one drill during 
44 the eight quarter evaluation period, the most recent participation should be used in the Indicator 
45 statistics.  
46
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I If a change occurs in the number of key ERO members, this change should be reflected in both 
2 the numerator and denominator of the indicator calculation.  
3 
4 If a person is assigned to more than one key position, it is expected that the person be counted in 
5 the denominator for each position and in the numerator only for drill participation that addresses 
6 each position. Where the skill set is similar, a single drill might be counted as participation in 
7 both positions. FAQ44 and 45 , t 
8 
9 When a key ERO member changes from one key ERO position to a different key ERO position 

10 with a skill set similar to the old one, the last drill/exercise participation may count. If the skill 
11 set for the new position is significantly different from the old position then the previous 
12 participation would not count. FAQ50 and 53 
13 
14 Participation may be as a participant, mentor, coach, evaluator, or controller, but not as an 
15 observer. Multiple assignees to a given key ERO position could take credit for the same drill if 
16 their participation is a meaningful opportunity to gain proficiency in the assigned position.  
17 
18 The meaning of "drills" in this usag.Is, intended to include performance r;•,"enhancing 
19 @- ,lili,-n experience (exercises, functional drills, simulator drills, table top drills, mini drills, 
20 etc.) that reasonably simulate the interactions between appropriate centers ancLdor individuals that 
21 would be expected to occur during emergencies. For example, control room interaction with 
22 offsite agencies could be simulated by instructors or OSC interaction could be simulated by a 
23 control cell simulating the TSC functions, and damage control teams.  
24 
25 In general, a drill does not have to include all ERO facilities to be counted in this indicator. A 
26 drill is of adequate scope if it reasonably simulates the interaction between one or more of the 
27 following facilities, as would be expected to occur during emergencies: 
28 
29 • the control room, C, 
30 0 the Technical Support Center (TSC), 
31 0 the Operations Support Center, _ c" 
32 0 the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF), 
33 0 field monitoring teams, 
34 a damage control teams, and 
35 0 offsite governmental authorities.  
36 
37 The licensee need not develop new scenarios for each drill or each team. However, it is expected 
38 that the licensee will maintain a reasonable level of confidentiality so as to ensure the drill is a 
39 performance enhancing experience. A reasonable level of confidentiality means that some 
40 scenario information could be inadvertently revealed and the drill remain a valid performance 
41 enhancing experience. It is expected that the licensee will remove from drill performance / 1,' 
42 statistics any opportunities considered to be compromised. There are many processes for the 
43 maintenance of scenario confidentiality that are generally successful. Examples may include 
44 confidentiality statements on the signed attendance sheets and spoken admonitions by drill 
45 controllers. Examples of practices that may challenge scenario confidentiality include drill 
46 controllers or evaluators or mentors, who have scenario knowledge becoming participants in 
47 subsequent uses of the same scenarios and use of scenario reviewers as participants. FAQ233 
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that actually mic-ht fill the position should be included in this indicator. FAQ 54 and 85 
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the form, seeks approval and usually communicates the informnatlion to off site agencies.  
Performance of these duties is assessed for accuracy and timeliness and contributes to the DEP 
PI. Senior managers who do not perform these duties should not be considered communicators 
even though they approve the form and may supervise the work of the communicator. However.  
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Data Example 

Emeraenc / Resnons.e Oraanlzation (EROI Partlclnation

I I I I I2Q/98 3Q/98 4Q/98 Prev. Q 
Total number of Key ERO personnel I 1 56 56 64 64 
Number of Key personnel participating In drill/event in 8 qtrs 48 52 54 53 

1 21398 3Q098 4Q098 Prey. 0 
indicator percentage of Key ERO personnel participating in a drill in 8 qtrs 86% 93% 84% 83% 

I
nresnolas

Green , >80% 
While } <80% 

Yellow <60% 
No Red Threshold

ERO Key Personnel Participation
100% 

90% 

80%

Indicator

70% 

60%

.50%
20]98 30/98 40/98 Prev Q

Quarter

2
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I ALERT AND NOTIFICATION SYSTEM RELLABILITY I

2 Purpose

3 
4 
5 
6 
7

This indicator monitors the reliability of the offsite Alert and Notification System (ANS), a 
critical link for alerting and notifying the public of the need to take protective actions. It 
provides the percentage of the sirens that are capable of perfor-ming their safety function based on 
regularly scheduled tests.

8 Indicator Definition 

9 The percentage of ANS sirens that are capable of performing their function, as measured by 
10 periodic siren testing i the previous 12 months. '. • • 
12 Periodic tests are the regularly scheduled tests(that are conducted to actually test the ability of the 

13 sirens to perform. their function - p og., 'silent, gowl, siren sound test s per orme or 
14 maintenance purposes should not be counted in t e performance indicator database.  
15 F ..-9 
16 
17 Data Reporting Elements 

18 [ The following data are reported: (see clarifying notes) 
19 
20 9 the total number of ANS siren-tests during the previous quarter 
21 * the number of successful ANS siren-tests during the previous quarter 
22 
23 Calculation 

24 The site value for this indicator is calculated as follows:
25

26
# of succesful siren - tests in the previous 4 qtrs 

total number of siren - tests in the previous 4 qtrs
x 100

27 
28 Definition of Terms 

29 Siren-Tests. the number of sirens times the number of times they are tested. For example, if 100 
30 sirens are tested 3 times in the quarter, there are 300 siren-tests.  
31 
32 Successful siren-tests are the sum of sirens that performed their function when tested. For 
33 example, if 100 sirens are tested three times in the quarter and the results of the three tests are: 
34 first test, 90 performed their function; second test, 100 performed their function; third test, 80 
35 performed their function. There were 270 successful siren-tests.

36 Clarifying Notes

37 
38 
39

The purpose of the ANS PI is to provide a uniform industry reporting ... ila.. :ý approach and is 
not intended to replace the FEMA Alert and Notification reporting requirement a.  
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For those sites that do not have sirens, the performance of the licensee's alert and notification 
system will be evaluated through the NRC baseline inspection program. A site that does not 
have sirens does not report data for this indicator.  

If a siren is out of service for maintenance or is inoperable at the time a regularly scheduled test 
is conducted, then it counts as both a siren test and a siren failure.  

For plants where sch ul siren tests are initiated by local or state governments, if a scheduled 
test is not perform either intentionally or accidentally, missed tesWfre nconsidered as valid 
test opporuitie issed test occurrences should be entered in t e plants c-ective action 

program. FAQ 17?9r" 

If a siren failure is determined to be due only to testing equipment, and subsequent testing shows 
the siren to be operable (verified by telemetry or simultaneous local verification) without any 
corrective action having been performed, the siren test should be considered a success.  
Maintenance records should be complete enough to support such deterrmnations and validation 
during NRC inspection. FAQ229

19 Siren systems may be designed with equipment redundancy or feedback capability. It may be 
20 possible for sirens to be activated from multiple control stations. Feedback systems may indicate 
21 siren activation status, allowing additional activation efforts for some sirens. If the use of 
22 redundant control stations is in approved procedures and is part of the actual system activation 
23 process. then activation from either control station sho )&eonsidered a success. A failure of 
24 both systems would only be considered one failure, wer6as t e success of either system 
25 be considered a success. If the redundant control statio ' ot normally attended, requir s sef~lp 
26 or initialization, it may not be considered as part of the regularly scheduled test. Specifica-TZy Fi 
27 the station is only made ready for the purpose of siren tests it should not be considered as part of 
28 the regularly scheduled test. FAQ 123 and 232 
29 o-.1 -7ý, 

30 If a siren is out ser'ice for scheduled planned refurbishment or overhaul maintenance 
31 performed in ;iQan established program, or for scheduled equipment upgrades. the 
32 siren need not be counted as a siren test or a siren failure. However, sirens that are out of service 
33 due to unplanned corrective maintenance would continue to be counted as failures. Unplanned 
34 corrective maintenance is a measure of program reliability. The exclusion of a siren due to 
35 temporary unavailability during planned maintenance/upgrade activities is acceptable due to the 
36 level of control placed on scheduled maintenance/upgrade activities. It is not the intent to create 
37 a disincentive to performing maintenance/upgrades to ensure the ANS performs at its peak 
38 reliability.  
39 
40 As pan of a refurbishment or overhaul plan, it is expected that each utility would communicate to 

K&-' 41 the approprinatý and/or local agencies the specific sirens to be worked and ensure that a 
_.. 42 f!,nctiorningchajoethod of public alerting would be in-place. The acceptable time frame for 
43 allowing a siren to remain out of service for system refurbishment or overhaul maintenance 
44 should be coordinated with the state and local agencies. Based on the impact to their 
45 organization, these time frames should be specified in upgrade or system improvement 
46 implementation plans and'or mainte ocedures. Deviations from these plans and.tor 
47 procedures would constitute unpl ned1•vail ility and would be included in the P1. FAQ246 
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Response 
Teiting meehaiiisfm used to eamplý' With FEN4.4 Fer9f4ifig fflNh8d8'SP' ShOilld be wi;ed to r-ep8n 

iNdOO91OF AbMistiO" F-Rilw @eeu#:AL-- &Ang ;his tes;ifig v-44,1164 Flemm I 
perfeffmaRee if;d- CC& f A;:.  
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T-140 V-P PARU4:51ORLI, 121 4tjLAf4 ffl;d R S;ý'Sleffl Rdli FOPEWIS W-Stt PfffOFFMed -4 PP 

-lermine dhe s-.-mems reliabihp.,. 11461 AM PAiA; iS eil ihe ,&9-@ I;il@ RA Wd RR 126ifil 2 bbl! 
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FLIquiFenlenis. Hewe'.'el-. the s4wan, RFO Awlied, apem-kiled. alid w-sted by C-64A Edison w-mem, 6; 
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Data Example 

Alert & Notification System Reliability 

Quarter -2912L7 4Q/97 1.Q/298 2Zg2L9 3ZMJ8 4Q/98 Prey. Q 
Number of succesful siren-tests In the atr 47 48 49 49 49 54 52 
Total number of sirens tested in the atr 50 50 50 50 50 55 55 
Number of successful siren-tests over 4 atrs 193 195 201 204 
Total number of sirens tested over 4 atrs 200 200 205 210 

2C/98 _Qt98 _4g/l Prey, 0 
Indicator expressed as a aercentaae of sirens 96.5% 97.5% 98.0% 97.1% 

Thresholds 
Green >94% 
White <94_ 
Yellow <90% 
Red

100.0% 

98.0% 
96.0% 
94.0% 
92.0% 

Indicator90.0% 
880% ', 

86.0% -sr 

84.0% .  

820% :• .Y 
80.0% 
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PAR development is expected to be made promptly following indications that the conditions have reached 
a threshold in accordance with the licensee's PAR scheme. The 15 minute goal from data availability is a 
reasonable period of time to develop or expand a PAR. Plant conditions, meteorological data, field 
monitoring data, and! or radiation monitor data should provide sufficient information to determine the 
need to change PARs. If radiation monitor readings provide sufficient data for assessments, it is not 
appropriate to wait for field monitoring to become available to confirm the need to expand the PAR. The 
15 minute goal should not be interpreted as providing a grace period in which the licensee may attempt to 
restore conditions and avoid making the PAR recommendation. (FAQ 125, 173, and 198)


